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Abstract 
The importance of turbulent premixed combustion comes from the fact that it is 
, present in many engineering applications such as spark ignition engines and gas 
turbines. It is also present in explosion incidents where premixed mixture is burnt 
rapidly. Interaction of the flame with highly turbulent flows causes flame 
acceleration. Unsteady turbulent premixed combustion is a complex engineering 
phenomenon that is still not well understood The nature of the unsteady turbulent 
premixed flame is so unstable, much wrinkled and too fast. A wide range of 
turbulence scales are formed in the flow region around the flame, which produce a 
variety of premixed combustion regimes during the course of flame propagation. 
Studies on premixed combustion have been a need for long time. Despite of its 
importance as a physical reference, combustion experiment is an expensive tool in 
both research and industry. Advances in premixed combustion predictive tools 
together with growing computational power have made computer simulation of 
flow and combustion in practical systems an effective alternative to experimental 
tests. 
Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) is impractical to use as it demands too high 
computational power when simulationg a real industrial application. ReynoIds 
Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) approach is widely used in industry. Simulating 
turbulent premixed flames using RANS has been tested broadly in both research 
and industry. RANS approach showed shortcomings in reproducing the real nature 
ofthe flow, such as recirculations and instead it gives smooth averaged flames. 
Alternatively, the Large Eddy Simulation (LES) approach produces a high level of 
1 
accuracy and it is becoming computationally affordable. In LES, the large scales 
are solved explicitely while small scales beyond the subgrid are modelled. 
In this work, LES for a premixed combustion system has been carried out to 
calculate the characteristics of turbulent propagating flames using the in-house 
LES code, PUFFIN. An experimental combustion chamber used by the research 
group at the University of Sydney was chosen for this purpose. It was chosen so 
that it can be easily amenable to modelling. 
Using a suitable efficient subgrid scale (SGS) reaction rate model in conjunction 
with a good eddy viscosity model is still a challenging task. Simple algebraic 
flame surface density reaction rate model based on the laminar flamelet concept is 
selected and modified for LES calculations at the subgrid level. For the flow field, 
the standard Smagorinsky and the dynamic Germano eddy viscosity models are 
used. Wide numerical aspects arised when the SGS reaction rate model is adapted 
for LES approach, such as the filter width value, the grid size, etc. Detailed study 
of those numerical parameters is reported here. The model is found to give very 
good predictions of the flame structures, generated pressure and flame propagation 
speed, which is in good agreement with experiments. Calculated reaction rates are 
found to have realistic values and exhibit a good trend. 
LES is physically three-dimensional (3D), however two-dimensional (2D) 
simulation can be attractive because 3D LES is very expensive to be applied for 
research purposes. Thus, a detailed study on comparing the performance of 2D to 
3D LES is performed and reported here. A link between the 2D and the 3D LES is 
established based on the physical nature of the flow. It is found that LES has to be 
3D but 2D calculations can be used as a tool to give relevant predictions of3D. 
Recommendations for future work on generalising the controlling parameters of 
the SGS reaction rate model are discussed and present at the end of the thesis. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1. The Importance and Nature of Turbulent Premixed 
Reacting Flows 
Turbulent reacting flows play an important role in a wide range of industrial 
applications. Research in such flows is motivated by several practical considerations 
including the quest for more efficient utilization of limited fossil fuel reserves, the 
introduction of air quality standards backed up by increasingly strict air pollution 
legislation and the high human and financial cost of accidental fires and explosions. In 
many of these, the chemical reaction exists in a turbulent fluid dynamical environment 
comprising unsteady motions characterised by a wide range of length and time scales, 
in some cases in complex geometries. The chemical reaction in practical applications is 
either premixed or nonpremixed, and it can be in a state between them to become 
partially premixed. Premixed and nonpremixed chemical reaction is related to the state 
of mixedness of the reactants, as suggested by its name. In a premixed flame, the fuel 
and the oxidizer are mixed at the molecular level prior to the occurrence of any 
significant chemical reaction. Contrarily, in a: nonpremixed flame, the reactants are 
initially separated, and reaction occurs only at the interface between the fuel and 
oxidizer, where mixing and reaction both take place. An example of a diffusion flame is 
a simple candle. In practical devices, both types of flames may be present in various 
Chapter 1 Introduction 
degrees. Diesel engine combustion generally constitutes of both premixed and 
nonpremixed burning. 
Turbulent premixed flames are important because of their occurrence in spark ignition 
engines (Maly, 1994) as shown in Fig. 1.1, and gas turbines (Correa et ai, 1996) as 
shown in Fig. 1.2; they are also fundamental to our understanding of more complicated 
combustion phenomena (Strahle, 1983). Their behaviour is difficult to describe since 
several inter-connected processes -reaction, diffusion, volume expansion - occur in 
inhomogeneous flows. Because of these concerns, the need of models to simulate these 
combustion processes is highly demanded .. While existing theoretical models have 
already been found to be useful in all of these applications discerning users find 
inevitable shortcomings in their performance. 
Instantaneous rates of chemical reaction are highly non-linear functions of composition 
and temperature, and the determination of average values presents a particular problem. 
A principal difficulty in the modelling of premixed turbulent flames lies in the 
treatment of the mean turbulent reaction rate. Because true molecular reaction rate 
expressions are both very complex and highly non-linear, standard averaging 
procedures do not yield results that are useful in turbulent flows. Experimental evidence 
gathered using many different combustion devices and methods (Long et aI., 1985; 
Gouldin and Halthore, 1986; Zur Loye and Bracco, 1987) has tended to support the idea 
that most practical turbulent combustion takes place in the so-called thin laminar 
flamelet regime (William, 1975; Bray, 1980; Borghi, 1985; Peters, 1986; Bray, 1986, 
1987). Flamelet models have become widely used in the analysis and description of 
turbulent premixed combustion (Bray, 1980; Peters, 1986; Williams, 1985; Cant et aI., 
1990; Candel et aI., 1990; Bray, 1990). Here, chemistry is sufficiently fast compared to 
the time-scales of turbulence for all reaction to take place in thin interfaces separating 
extended regions of unburned reactants from similar regions of fully burned products. 
Locally these interfaces are laminar flames which propagate relative to the surrounding 
gas but which are wrinkled and possibly torn by the turbulent motion. The degree of 
wrinkling increases with turbulence intensity and can result in the formation of pockets 
ofunburned mixture in the burned gas and vice versa. So long as wrinkling of the 
2 
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Figure 1.1 
Illtroductioll 
Experimental images ofpremixed flame propagation in a spark ignition 
engine (Maly, 1994). 
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Figure 1.2 
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Combustion in a gas turbine engine from Rolls Royce (Correra et aI., 
1996). 
laminar interface is the principal effect the overall turbulent burning rate will be 
increased as a result of the enhancement of flame area. At high turbulence intensities 
however the effect of turbulent straining of the laminar fl amelets themselves becomes 
important. This acts to reduce the local laminar burning rate and for suffi ciently high 
strain may lead to local extinction of f1 amelets and a consequent reduction in the 
turbulent burning rate. One of the most successful fl amelet models is the model 
introduced by Bray, Moss and Libby (BML) and co-workers (Bray et a I. , 198 1; Bray e t 
aI. , 1985; Bray et aI. , 1987; Cant and Bray, 1989; Libby and Bray, 1980; Libby, 1985). 
A number of approaches can be taken to tbe modelling of the turbulent burtling rate. 
Perhaps the simplest is the mixing-limited eddy-break-up (EBU) model due to Mason 
and Spalding (Mason and Spalding, 1973). More recently the basic EBU model has 
been extended by maJcing allowance fo r quench effects (Bray, 1986). A more 
4 
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satisfactory approach based solely on the laminar flamelet assumption is to presume a 
form for the probability density function (p.d.f.) of reaction rate within the flamelets 
(Peters et aI., 1981; Bradley et aI., 1987). 
1.2. Computational Approaches for Turbulent Premixed 
Flames 
The ultimate mathematical statement of fluid dynamics, applicable across the spectrum 
of problem types, is the set of full Navier-Stokes equations. Fundamentally these are 
capable of expressing any flow scenario; variety coming into the picture through 
different boundary conditions and auxiliary relations. However, the full equations are 
notoriously difficult to solve due to their non-linearity, their second-order form, their 
multi-dimensional inter- relatedness, etc. Thankfully, the flow analyst often faces 
situations where it is possible to simplify the equations and indeed it is part of his skill 
to recognise and exploit these opportunities. The governing equations of fluid dynamics 
in fact form a hierarchy of increasing order of complexity and universality with the full 
Navier-Stokes equations. 
When it comes to premixed combustion in a turbulent field, the flow situation will 
involve many variables which are not easy to solve. The first level of approximation 
relates to the representation of turbulence. Turbulent eddies cascade in scale from the 
largest dimension characteristic of the flow domain down to the molecular level. The 
required number of grid points and time steps exceeds the power of most computers. 
This is normally countered by conceding the practical impossibility of representing 
turbulence exactly in space and time and instead accepting that it can only be accounted 
for approximately. In this sense, turbulence is referred to as being 'modelled'. 
Turbulence models are in fact statistical approximations of the effects of turbulence on 
the mean or average flow properties. It must be remembered that turbulence modelling 
introduces a weak link into flow calculations since it implies that one of the prime flow 
features is only being approximately represented (in contrast to the rest of the maths 
which is exact). The accuracy of the solution becomes dependent on the turbulence 
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model which, by definition, will be limited in its range. Most engineering flows are 
turbulent and it is therefore imperative that flow analysts appreciate the strengths, 
weaknesses, and limits of applicability of the models commonly employed. 
Therefore, differeot nnmerical approaches are takeo to study turbulent premixed 
combustion processs. These aPl?roaches are RANS, DNS and LES, which are discussed 
below. 
1.2.1. Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) Equations Approach 
The first level, RANS, has been historically the first possible approach because the 
computation of the instantaneous flow field in a turbulent flame was impossible. RANS 
approach relates to the classical view ofturbuleoce as time- or Favre-average at a fixed 
point in space (contrast with LES below). The equations were derived in 1895 by 
Osbome Reynolds who started from the premise that each flow variable could be 
decomposed into a non-fluctuating, or mean, component plus a randomly fluctuating, or 
turbuleot, componeot. 
Reynolds rewrote the Navier-Stokes equations by substituting the expanded form ofthe 
variables and averaging the equations over time in a procedure which later became 
known as Reynolds averaging. The resulting continuity equation is unchanged although 
the velocities are now specifically mean velocities, while on the other hand the 
momeotum equations are actually altered in form with the appearance of (entirely new) 
mean fluctuation product terms. The new terms are viewed as turbulent analogues of 
the laminar stresses since they share the same dimensions as the latter. They are thus 
referred to turbulent or Reynolds stresses . The esseotial significance of the Reynolds 
stresses is that they manifest themselves as an apparent or virtual increase in the fluid 
viscosity. They have the effect of augmeoting the laminar or molecular viscosity and 
indeed can overwhelm it by many orders of magnitude. In analysis terms the emergeoce 
of the Reynolds stresses results in an excess of unknowns to equations, referred to as 
the closure problem. 
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Essentially, turbulence modelling is the business of supplying the necessary auxiliary 
relations to facilitate closure of the expanded equation set. Most turbulence models are 
devices for quantifying Reynolds stresses and so by definition will be used in 
conjunction with the RANS equations. Another closure rule of high importance appears 
in the combustion problems, which is the turbulent combustion model to describe 
chemical species conversion and heat release. 
The advantage of RANS is its applicability to any configuration and operating 
conditions. Therefore, RANS continues to dominate the field of engineering predictions 
of turbulent premixed flow, both for quasi- steady and unsteady flows. Thus, RANS 
models are often entrusted to the task of returning statistical information from flows 
which display large-scale unsteadiness. However, computing unsteady reacting flows 
accurately cannot always be achieved using classical RANS approaches (Patel, 200 I). 
Conventional RANS models may allow some large-scale motion to be captured as part 
of a time-dependent simulation. The challenges facing designers of combustion devices 
involve scale dependent dynamic behaviours which cannot be simulated well with 
standard ensemble or time averaged flow models, and more accurate methods are 
required (Weller et aI., 1998). A standard RANS mesh can contain 105 points and the 
domain of calculation may be as large as needed (poinsot and Veynante, 2001). 
Combustion chamber geometries may be analyzed with such methods. 
1.2.2. Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) Approach 
Another approach for simulating turbulent premixed combustion is the DNS where the 
full instantaneous Navier-Stokes equations are solved without any model for turbulent 
motions: all turbulence scales are explicitly determined and their effects on combustion 
are captured by the simulation. The spread of length and time scales in turbulent 
premixed combustion is typically so wide that the DNS of most practical engineering 
problems by solution of the complete set of conservation equations with full spatial and 
temporal resolution will remain impracticable for the foreseeable future. On the other 
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hand, DNS can be applied to idealized problems of turbulent premixed combustion and 
can provide valuable guidance for the development of engineering models. 
Developed in the last twenty years as a result of the development of high performance 
computers, DNS has changed the analysis of turbulent combustion but is still limited to 
simple academic flows (typically, combustion in a small cubic box). DNS methods are 
limited in terms of parameter range and geometry to academic situations. For example, 
a DNS simulation of a three-dimensional turbulent flame at atmospheric pressure 
typically requires I to 2 million grid points and the computational box corresponds to a 
physical size of 5x5x5 mm3 (Poinsot and Veynante, 2001). Figure 1.3 shows an 
example of DNS result corresponding to an instantaneous realization of a premixed 
flame front interacting with isotropic turbulence (Trouve and Poinsot, 1994; Boger et 
aI., 1998; Boughanem and Trouve, 1998). 
The question arises now is why do similar problems treated with DNS and RANS 
require so different grid sizes (~= 10 to 50 microns for DNS and I to 5 mm for 
RANS). This is due to the fact that DNS has to describe the smallest scales contained in 
the flow field and to resolve the inner instantaneous structure of the flame front (Fig. 
1.3). In many cases this last condition determines the grid size. For hydrocarbon/air 
flames at atmospheric pressure, flame fronts have a thickness of the order of 0.1 mm so 
that mesh sizes of the order of microns are required. In contrast, RANS considers an 
average flame front which extends over a broader region: only mean turbulence 
characteristics and average statistical position of the front are solved for. As a 
consequence the stiffness associated with the chemistry of the flame front is avoided. 
Typical mean flame brushes in burners (Abdal-Masseh et aI., 1990), aircraft or piston 
engines (Boudier et aI., 1992; Cant and Bray, 1988) have a thickness of I to 2 cm and 
may be easily resolved with a 2 mm mesh. Engineering codes using RANS techniques 
(the majority of current computational tools) never resolve the inner structure of the 
flame and provide average flowfie1ds featuring scales which are much larger than the 
instantaneous flame thickness. 
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Figure 1.3 
Introduction 
DNS of a flame interacting with three-dimensional isotropic turbulence 
CBoger et aI., 1998). An isosurface of temperature is visualized. The 
reaction rate is presented in one plane normal to the mean flow front. 
Vorticity field, corresponding to turbulent motions, is also displayed in 
the bottom plane. 
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1.2.3. Large Eddy Simulation (LES) Approach 
In the LES approach, the large-scale turbulence field is resolved in full detail, that is, 
time-accurately, while only the subgrid-scale turbulence, which by definition is too 
small to be resolved, is modelled. Interestingly, LES may be easier to perform in 
unsteady flames than in steady turbulent flames: flows submitted to instabilities are 
dominated and controlled by very large eddies and, accordingly, it is likely that a 
limited range of eddies has to be incorporated to describe the interaction between 
turbulence and chemistry in such flows (Baum et aI., 1994; Bray et aI., 1989). The 
rationale behind preserving the structure of the large- scale eddies particularly is that 
the important turbulent transport processes (those influencing the mean flow) are 
achieved by the larger eddies. In contrast, the part played by the smaller eddies is to 
feed on the kinetic energy of their larger cousins and ultimately dissipate this energy at 
the level of viscosity in the form of heat. The expectation is that if at least the large-
scale eddies can be represented time-accurately then the effect of the turbulence on the 
mean flow will be predicted all the better. That said, the influence of the small scale 
eddies is not entirely negligible and the effect of removing them in the spatial filtering 
process must be accounted for. This is achieved through subgrid-scale (SGS) stress 
models which are somewhat akin to the conventional turbulence models of the 
ReynoIds-averaged equations. 
The work ofLES can be traced back to the work ofLiIIy (1966), and Deardorff(1970). 
Since their pioneering studies, there has been considerable success in utilizing LES for 
a wide variety of problems (Smagorinsky, 1993), ranging from channel flows (Moin & 
Kim, 1982) to atmospheric boundary layer flows (Deardorff, 1974; Rogallo & Moin, 
1984). Whilst LES is now routinely used in simulations of non-reacting flows, its 
application to reacting flows is currently being developed. Grinstein et al. (1995), 
applied monotone integrated LES to a reacting square jet, a linear eddy subgrid 
combustion model is developed by Menon & Kerstein (1992), while Moller et al. 
(1996), applied different types of sub grid combustion models to a bluff body stabilised 
flame, and Piana et al. (1997), studied the G-equation approach with particular 
application to a plane flame. Although some advances in the reasearch of the reacting 
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LES have been made (Kerstein et aI., 1988; Givi, 1989; Kailasanath et aI., 1991; Gao et 
aI., 1993; Givi, 1994; Menon et aI., 1993; Veynante and Poinsot, 1997; Angelberger et 
aI., 1998; Boger et aI., 1998), research is still required on the reacting LES. 
The following experimental data and modelling simulations were taken from the 
analysis of Po in sot and Veynante (2001), and demonstrate the advantages ofLES over 
RANS. In Fig. 1.4, a planar laser induced fluorescence (PLIF) imaging of the OH 
radical is displayed in a turbulent premixed propane/air flame stabilized behind a 
wedge. This radical is an intetmediate species appearing during propane combustion 
and its gradient is generally assumed to correspond to the flame front location. 
Accordingly, the instantaneous flame front is visualized and, for similar spatial 
resolutions, this experimental image would correspond to a DNS result. Assuming a 
sufficiently thin flame front (i.e. "flamelet"), the instantaneous flame front may be 
extracted from Fig. 1.4 (Fig. 1.5). Note that such a geometry is probably too large to be 
simulated using DNS. 
Such instantaneous flame images may be either ensemble-averaged or filtered to extract 
RANS and LES fields. For example, Fig. 1.6 displays the result of a LES filter acting 
on Fig. 1.5 to extract the LES resolved reaction rate (in fact, the subgrid scale flame 
surface density). At locations 2, 4 and 11 cm, some flame front motions are not 
resolved in the LES but correspond to filtered reaction rates that have to be described 
through sub-grid scale models. 
Ensemble averaging of instantaneous flame front images provides RANS fields. Fig. 
1.7 presents a mean temperature field, averaged over 200 instantaneous images. In this 
situation, the "average" flame brush is broad, except in the vicinity of the flame holder, 
where the flame is almost laminar. The thickness of this flame brush (a few cm) is not 
related to any laminar flame thickness. It only measures the width of the zone where the 
flame has a non-zero probability of passage. All information on instantaneous flame 
structures, clearly apparent in Fig. 1.5 and still visible at the resolved scale level in Fig. 
1.6, is lost. These effects must be incorporated in simulations through turbulent 
combustion models. 
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Figure 1.4 
2 
Introduction 
Laser induced flourecence visualization of the OH radical in a turbulent 
premixed propane/air flame stabilized behind a triangle-shape flame 
holder. Spacial coordiantes are displayed in cm (R. Knikker; In Poinsot 
and Veynante, 2001). 
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Figure 1.5 
o 2 4 6 8 10 12 
Instantaneious flame front in a turbulent premixed propane/air flame 
stabilized behind a triangle-shape flame holder, extracted from Fig. lA. 
Spacial coordiantes are displayed in cm (R. Knikker; In Poinsot and 
Veynante, 2001). 
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Figure 1.6 Instantaneious LES filtered reaction rate in a tnrbulent premixed 
propane/air flame stabilized behind a triangle-shape flame holder, 
extracted from Fig. 1.5. Spacial coordiantes are displayed in cm (R. 
Knikker; In Poinsot and Veynante, 2001). 
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Figure 1.7 Averaged temperature field, corresponding to RANS simulations and 
obtained averaging over 200 intantaneuos images as Fig. 1.5. A binary 
instantaneuos temperature (fresh and burnt gases temperatures separated 
by the instantaneuos flame front) is assumed. Spacial coordiantes are 
displayed in cm (R. Knikker; In Poinsot and Veynante, 2001). 
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Combustion problems typically involve sets of transport equations for scalar variables 
such as enthalpy and species concentrations, in addition to the equations of motion. The 
Large Eddy Simulation (LES) approach is gradually gaining acceptance as a viable tool 
for simulating premixed turbulent flames (Knikker et aI., 2002, Mathew, 2002, Pitsch 
and De Lageneste, 2002) and is particularly suited for computing flows which involve 
acoustic instabilities (Varoquie et aI., 2002), vortex shedding and flow recirculation. 
However, processes, which occur at the sub-grid scale (SGS), such as diffusion and 
combustion, require modelling. Menon (2002) has demonstrated the usefulness of LES 
in computing the complex structure of flames in gas turbine combustors. 
Numerical issues concerning simulations of complex reacting flows using LES have yet 
to be explored. However, its use is still limited both by cost and also by their reliance 
on sub-grid scale models for both momentum and combustion. 
Comparisons between RANS, LES and DNS are briefly summarized in Table 1.1. 
1.3. Mathematical Modelling of Explosions 
In explosion applications and during the deflagration stage, the formed premixed flame 
propagates through combustible mixture that may have been leaked due to accidental 
event. The generated overpressure is a function of the flame speed and the level of 
turbulence in the unburnt region just ahead of the flame. A main difficulty in modelling 
an explosion deflagrating flame comes from the fact that it goes through a transiental 
period from a laminar to a fully turbulent flow. 
There is a wide range of explosion models that are currently used in safety research 
ranging from simple empirical to phenomenological to complet CFD (both RANS and 
LES based) models. Moving from one to another means more physical representation 
can be simulated. 
In the following sections, brief overview of models that are used in explosion is 
presented and discussed together with their shortcoming. 
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Approach Advantage Drawbacks 
Table 1.1 
• "coarse" numerical • only mean flow field 
grid • models required 
• geometrical 
RANS simplification (20 
flow, symmetry, ... ) 
• "reduced" numerical 
costs 
• no models needed for • prohibitive numerical 
turbulence/combustion costs (fine grids, 
DNS interaction precise codes) 
• tool to study models • limited to academic 
problems 
• unsteady features • models required 
• reduced modelling • 30 simulations 
LES impact (compared to required 
RANS) • needs precise codes 
• numerical costs 
Comparison between RANS, ONS and LES approaches for numerical 
simulations of turbulent combustion (poinsot and Veynante, 2001). 
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1.3.1. Empirical Models 
Empirical models are related to experimental data. They represent little or no physics. 
Among these models is the one that is based on the lNT equivalency method, which 
relates the explosion to that equivalent of a TNT. There are some essential differences 
between gas explosion and lNT. Among those is that the local pressure of the gas 
explosion is much less than that of TNT. The pressure decay from TNT is much more 
rapid thnt that of the gas explosion. The TNT equivalency model uses pressure-distance 
curves to yield the peak pressure. The model was extended by Harris and Wickens 
(1989) to take geometry effects in account. The model uses a yield factor which comes 
from experience and not universal. It also does not suit gas explosions since the 
behavior of them is different than solid explosions. More specifically, it does not work 
for weak gas explosions. 
Van den Berg (1985) proposed another model based on multi-energy concept, which 
assumes that part of the cloud which is confined will contribute to the blast of the gas 
explosion. Unconfined parts of the cloud raise the overpressure ruinimally if ignited. 
The model appears inaccurate when modelling a weak explosion as only small parts are 
confined. It also can not model complex geometry properly. Its performance is unclear 
when many confined parts exist. 
Another interesting model is based on the Baker-Strehlow method which was 
developed by Baker et al. (1994) and extended by Baker et al. (1998). The model takes 
into account several parameters such as dimension of the confined areas and potential 
explosion locations. It then calculate flame speed and fuel reactivity. The model is 
attractive since it takes into account geometry and hazardous areas and because of 
being easy to perform. However, it can be over conservative. 
Since the models are based on experimental finding rather than on the real physics, they 
are liruited in their applicability and give only little description of the flow field. 
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1.3.2. Phenomenological Models 
Phenomenological models are regarded as simplified physical models. They represent 
the main physics of the explosion. The models simplify the geometry and replace it by a 
vented chamber that contains several turbulence generating grids. Simplifying geometry 
leads to uncertainty in the model setting as well as the simulated results. These models 
fall between empirical models and CFD models in terms of complexity. 
Among codes which implement phenomenological model is the SCOPE (Cates and 
Samuels, 1991) which is developed further by Puttock et al. (2000). The model is one-
dimensional and is based on the idealised geometry of a vented vessel containing a 
series of obstacle grids. The code can handle vented and external explosions. However, 
unlike CFD codes, it can not describe details of the flow field. 
Based on the applications to vented vessels explosions, Fairweather and Vasey (1982) 
and Chippett (1984), developed a phenomenological code. The code defines confined 
explosions in buildings as several combustion chambers linked together. This is the 
case of a typical process plan congested with piping networks. The model parameters 
are determined from the obstacles-flow interaction. The combustion model is based on 
the local flow properties to determine the laminar and turbulent burning velocities. In 
this model, it is assumed that the conservation equation apply on each chamber as a 
whole. Thus the flame shape is predicted empirically and the ignition source can be 
located anywhere within the chamber. The turbulent burning velocity is based on the 
combustion model of Bray (I987) which has been calibrated against measurements 
made by Abdel-Gayed et al. (1987). The model is based on the laminar flamelet 
concept and can handle external explosions. However, it simplifies the physica; 
geometry when linking the chambers together. It also does not provide detailed 
description of the flow field as with CFD models. 
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1.3.3. CFD Models 
The commonly used CFD explosion models are based on the RANS approach which 
provides an affordable numerical technique for industrial applications with current 
computer power. Accurate predictions with the RANS technique require fine grid 
resolution in order to prevent unphysical behavior in a locally complex circulating 
flows and in areas close to any solid surfaces and walls. 
The combustion model implemented in most RANS based CFD codes is the Eddy 
Break-Up (EBU) model (Spalding, 1971). The main shortcoming of the EBU model is 
the model constant which is a test case dependent parameter, which makes the model 
non universal especially in explosion situations. In an attempt to improve the 
performance of the EBU model, a similar model called a Il-flame model has been 
formulated (Amtzen, 1995,1998). The model is based on empirical correlations 
between the turbulent burning velocity and the flow turbulence parameters. The 11-
flame model assumes that the flame propagates at a constant burning velocity and has a 
specified constant flame thickness and uses correction functions to account for flame 
thickness, due to numerical diffusion, flame curvature and burning towards walls. 
Turbulence transport is usually modelled by the two-equations standard k-e model 
(Launder and Spalding, 1972) for most of the RANS based models. The main drawback 
of the k-e is the assumption of isotropic turbulence which maks the model to fail in a 
highly recirculation flows where the flow is far from the isotropic assumption. 
Moreover, the model constants were based on the analysis of constant density, non-
reacting flows. Some attempts (foe example Pritchard et aI., 1996, Pritchard et al,1999) 
have been made to use Reynolds stress transport models (RSTM) as it potentially 
should provide more accurate predictions as compared with the two equation eddy 
viscosity model. Lindstedt and Vaos (1998, 1999) have used a second order moment 
closures to calculate premixed turbulent flames with prescribed PDF to good effect 
Focus was given to the pressure redistribution in the scalar flux equation. The terms 
used to be treated analogously to those of an isothermal constant density flow. 
Lindstedt and Vaos (1998, 1999) found that the Reynolds stress/scalar flux model 
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perfonns better than the k-e model. More accurate predictions were obtained for the 
burning velocity and flame thickness. Nevertheless, some numerical unstability results 
with the Reynolds stress transport models. 
Pritchard et al. (1996) carried out modelling of explosion overpressure in a series of 
small-scale baffled and vented enclosures. The code produced poor results (Pritchard et 
aI., 1999) when the flow was propane, This is due to changing the gas from methane, 
the gas which the model was tuned accordingly, to propane. 
Catlin et al. (1995) and Fairweather et al. (1996 & 1999) have used an adaptive mesh 
in a finite volume code to predict a large scale methane-air explosion. Closure of the 
reaction progress variable is achieved using the standard k-e model with the 
compressibility effects due to lones (1980). A good agreement, to within 50%, between 
the calculations and experiments was obtained for the overpressure at two different 
locations in the explosion chamber. However, at two other locations the calculated 
maximum overpressure was twice the measured value. The simulations found to 
underpredict the time of arrival of the pressUre wave by about 20ms, equivalent to an 
error of the order of 20%. Moreover, the' pressure decay was much more rapid in the 
experiments than in the simulations. 
Other RANS-based calculations were conducted by Birkby et al. (1997) to predict 
observed flame shapes in a baffled channel test chamber. Good agreement with the 
experiment data was obtained. Watterson et al. (1998) simulated small scale 
experiments in the baffled channel of Freeman (1994), and the large-scale experiments 
due to Puttock et aI., (1996). Flame brush propagation and shape were in good 
agreement with experiment data. However, the calculated maximum overpressure was 
overpredicted by between 2 and 15 times. The maximum flames speed was also 
overpredicted by about 50% or more. These discrepancies can perhaps be explained by 
a number of factors: an inaccurate ignition model, inaccurate modelling of the initial 
development of the laminar flame and a crude approximation of the transition from 
laminar to turbulent flow. 
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Arienti et al. (1998) used grid adaptation for their 2D simulations of shock tube tests. 
Grid adaptation resulted in a better representation of the flow. Simulations of large 
scale hydrogen explosions were carried out by Wilkening and Huld (1999). They found 
good agreement between the simulations and experiments in terms of generated 
overpressure, pressure time history and detonation velocity. 
It is obvious that RANS has limited accuracy and is known for its shortcomming (patel, 
2001) in complex flow situations such as those found in explosions. The main reason 
for this is that it is based on the averaging concept. This averaging procedure smoothes 
the turbulent nature of both the flow and flame. As a result, accurate predictions for the 
flame propagating speed and hence the generated overpressure are difficult to be 
obtained using a RANS based technique. 
As an alternative to the RANS based technique, the Large Eddy Simulations (LES) 
approach (Smagorinsky, 1963) has emerged with a good potential to accurately predict 
realistic explosions. It would provide instantaneous describtion of the flow and flame 
properties which should potentially lead to a better correlations with experimental 
measurements. In this work, as explained below, the LES technique is examined to 
predict the flow and flame structure in a laboratory scale explosion flame chamber. 
Comaprisons between the model predictions and available experimental data are also 
presented and discussed in terms of the model formulation and controlling parameters 
such as grid resolution, Courant number, combustion model, ... etc. 
1.4. Thesis Outline 
Chapter 2 gives a full description of the governing equations. It details the Navier 
Stokes equations as well as the filtered form for LES. A complete description of 
different subgrid models is detailed in Chapter 3. It covers the momentum and 
combustion subgrid scale models. Both standard Smagorinsky and dynamic Germano 
sub-grid scale flow models are presented and discussed. The sub-grid scale model for 
combustion is also presented and discussed. Chapter 4 gives details of the test case used 
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in the simulations. LES simulations were carried out for the experiments reported by 
Cadwallader (2001) from the University of Sydney. 
A detailed description of the in-house code used in calculations is given in Chapter 4 as 
well. The in-house code, PUFFIN (Kirkpatrick, 2002), is used for the LES calculations. 
Results from the LES simulations are then reported and discussed in Chapter 5. 
Numerical issues concerning LES calculations of turbulent premixed flames are tested 
and discussed. These include the sensitivity of the model predictions to the filter width, 
grid size and sub-grid scale reaction rate model parameters. Such issues were studied 
using both standard Smagorinsky and dynamic Germano models. Detailed comparison 
between two- and three-dimensional LES simulations is also reported and discussed. 
Chapter 6 gives a summary and conclusions of the work carried out here. Discussions 
on the sub-grid scale reaction rate model are also presented and discussed together with 
recommendations for future work in order to generalise the model controlling 
parameters. 
1.5. Specific Objectives ofthe Current Work 
This work aims to simulate a challenging turbulent prernixed combustion system using 
the Large Eddy Simulation (LES) numerical method. The selected experiment 
represents a realistic practical application such as these found in spark ignition engines 
and explosions. The experiment is used here to validate the simulation results. Results 
from simulations needed to be visualised and thus a link between the code and a 
graphics package is developed. 
The work also aims to develop and implement a simple algebraic flame surface density 
reaction rate model based on the laminar flamelet (LF) approach at the sub-grid scale 
level. Numerical issues concerning the sub-grid scale models, for both the reaction and 
the flow, are discussed in terms ofthe results obtained. Other issues such as filter width 
selection and grid size determination, are also discussed. The sub-grid scale reaction 
rate model developed here needs numerical investigation as well. Reaching an 
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understanding of the role of every numerical parameter used in simulating premixed 
turbulent reaction is a major objective in this study. 
A new formula for the sub-grid scale flamelet wrinkling length scale is derived. This 
parameter is needed in order to close the sub-grid scale reaction rate model. Numerical 
investigation on the sub-grid scale flamelet wrinkling length scale is carried out. This 
was necessary to optimise values for the filter width and the grid size to produce 
physical accurate Large Eddy Simulation solution. 
An important source of difficulty in applying LES to combustion problems is the three-
dimensional nature of LES. Two-dimensional simulations may be relevant for some 
flow configurations. However, generalisation is not always valid Comparisons between 
two- and three-dimensional LES reults for non reacting flows have been reported by 
several authors. Proctor (1998) carried out two-dimensional LES for wake vortex 
modelling, which gave valid vortex transport. Thibaut and Candel (1998) carried out 
two-dimensional LES for turbulent premixed combustion, and they found that the 
dynamics of the flame was realistically reproduced. This work links the 2D to the 3D 
simulations in terms of the physical nature of the flame structure. Extracting useful 
information from 2D simulations is aimed as a research tool to prepare for the suitable 
3D simulation. 
The following bullet points summarise the objectives ofthis work: 
• Simulate a practical premixed turbulent combustion experiment using Large 
Eddy Simulation (LES). 
• Validate the simulation against the experimental data. 
• Develop a simple algebraic flame surface density reaction rate model based on 
the laminar flame let (LF) approach at the sub-grid scale (SGS) level. 
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• Study the reaction rate model controlling parameters and understand the 
interlinked effects of such parameters. 
• Study the performance of the developed model when used in conjunction with 
the standard Smagorinsky model as well as with the dynamic Germano model 
for eddy viscosity, respectively. 
• Carry on grid sensitivity study on the developed model. 
• Study the effects of using two-dimensional runs, and how does this reflect on 
the simulated results. 
• Develop generalisation on the use of the model for other similar combustion 
systems. 
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Governing Equations 
2.1. Fluid Flow Equations 
Compressible flow with premixed combustion is governed by the conservation 
equations of mass, momentum and energy, a transport equation for a reaction progress 
variable and the thermodynamic equation of state. The reaction progress variable 
quantifies the extent of conversion from reactants to products within the flame. It may 
be defined as a normalised product mass fraction and takes the value of zero where the 
mixture is unburnt and unity where it is fully burnt, and is formulated as follows for a 
single step chemical reaction: 
Y 
c=I-.2:. Y· fu 
(2.1) 
where Yfu is the local fuel mass fraction and Yfi, is the fuel mass fraction in the unbumt 
mixture. Since this type of flow involves large density changes and high velocities, all 
terms in the Navier Stokes equations must be retained. 
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The full derivation of Navier Stokes equations may be found in many standard books 
such as Kuo (1986), Wamatz et. al. (1996) and WiIliams (1985). The general form for 
the conservation equation may be written as: 
(2.2) 
where/is the corresponding density of the extensive variable F(t), t is the time, q, f is 
the flux density which describes the amount of F that flows per time and unit surface, 
q, is the production term which is amount ofF formed per time and unit volume and 
s, is long range term (examples are radiation, gravity) from the surrounding which is 
the amount ofF per unit volume. 
Mass Conservation (Continuity) Equation 
Here the extensive variable F is the total mass of the system (F=m), and the general 
form (equation 2.2) may be written as: 
(2.3) 
where p is the mass density, Xi is the Cartesian component of the position vector and 
Ui is the flow velocity. 
Momentum Equations 
The extensive variable F is the momentum of the system (F=m U j)' then the equation 
(2.2) may be expressed as: 
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a(pu,) + a(pu,u) 
at aXj 
ap a(J"ij 
--+--
aXt aXj 
Governing Equations 
(2.4) 
where Ut and x, are the Cartesian components of the velocity vector and position 
vector respectively, P is the static pressure, f.L is the dynamic viscosity and (J" if is the 
stress tensor calculated as: 
(2.5) 
h 2 au j. h 'b'l' d S . h' (.) were - f.L - IS t e compressl I Ity term an ij IS t e VlSCOUS term stram rate 
3 aXj 
calculated as: 
au. aUj 
Sij = f.L(-' +-) aXj ax, 
(2.6) 
Even though this equation does not include an explicit reaction rate, the flow is 
modified by combustion. Thus the dynamic viscosity f.L strongly changes because 
temperature varies in a ratio from 1:8 to 1: 10. Density also changes in the same ratio 
and dilation through the flame front increases all speeds by the same ratio. As a 
consequence, the local Reynolds number varies much more than in a non reacting flow. 
Even though the momentum equations are the same with and without combustion, the 
behaviour of reacting flow is very different. 
Energy (Entbalpy) Equation 
The extensive variable F is the specific enthalpy of the system. In reacting flows, 
enthalpy is to represent energy. This is because due to chemical reaction, there is 
enthalpy added or removed from the fluid as a result. Equation (2.2) may be then 
written as: 
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.... p au. aq. U } J. 
-+(}" .. ---+q at y ax, ax} < 
Governing Equations 
(2.7) 
The first three tenus on the right hand side are contributions due to pressure work, 
viscous dissipation and flow dilatation. Third term is thermal dissipation which is 
written in terms of the fluid viscosity and a Prandtl number. The thermal energy q j is 
calculated from: 
aT q =-TC-} ax } 
where K is the thermal diffusivity calculated as: 
CpfJ 
TC=--
Pr 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
where C p is the specific heat at constant pressure taken as 1.6794 kJ/(kg.K) for propane 
(Van Wylen and Sonntag, 1986) and Pr is the Prandtl number (taken equal to 0.75) to 
give a unity Lewis number. Unity Lewis number is used for large scale transport, where 
turbulent advection dominates. This assumes equal diffusivities and that differential 
diffusion is neglected in the large scales transport equation. 
The final term on the right hand side of equation (2.7) is a chemical source term 
(chemical energy), which represents the enthalpy added or removed from the fluid due 
to chemical reaction. The chemical reaction for a premixed flame is given by: 
(2.10) 
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where !'!hj is the enthalpy of combustion taken as 2.22x106 kJ/kmol for stoichiometric 
propane in air mixture (Wark, 1977). Yfi, is the fuel mass fraction ofthe unbumed 
mixture and W, is the chemical reaction rate. 
Reaction Progress Variable Equation 
In classical theory of premixed flames, assuming a single step chemistry and unity 
Lewis number (i.e., identical mass and thermal diffusivities), the mass fractions of the 
reactive species and temperature are all linearly related and can be expressed with a 
reaction progress variable c (c=O within fresh reactants and c=J within fully bumt 
products). The balance equation for the reaction progress variable c due to Bray et al. 
(1985) may be written as: 
(2.Il) 
where D is the molecular diffusivity and W, is the reaction rate. The molecular 
diffusivity D is written using a Schmidt number and dynamic viscosity, D = 1'/(PSc}. 
A Schmidt number =0.75 is used to give a unity Lewis number. Then the transport 
equation for the reaction progress variable may be recast as: 
(2.12) 
Equation (2.12) is a recast of equation (2.11) assuming a simple gradient expression for 
the turbulent diffusion flux with the molecular diffusivity D = 1'/(pSc}}. No attempt 
has been yet conducted to incorporate countergradient transport evidenced by theory 
(Libby and Bray, 1981; Bray et al., 1989) or DNS (Veynante et aI., 1997) in LES. 
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Equation of State 
The equation of state used for gases relates pressure, temperature and deusity and takes 
the following form: 
P=pRT (2.13) 
where the gas constant R = R. / M , while R. and M are the universal gas constant and 
gas molecular mass respectively. 
2.2. Time- and Favre-A veraging for RANS 
In a statically stationary process the time-average for a function p(;) where; is the 
position vector, is obtained by integration over a long time interval: 
-(-) I M (- " pr = lim - r p,(,tpt 
M->_ !:it 0 
(2.14) 
In a statically non-stationary process the average itself is changing in time so time-
average is obtained at t' over a time interval [tl,t2], where tl< t' <t2: 
(2.15) 
Now the value of a function q shall be split into its mean and the fluctuation (indicated 
by the apostrophe): 
(2.16) 
It is important to note that the mean of the fluctuation is zero: 
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q'=O (2.17) 
Large density variations are typical for combustion process. Thus it is useful to 
introduce another average, namely the Favre-average or density weighted, which is, for 
an arbitrary property q, given by: 
or pq=pq (2.18) 
As in equation (2.16), any property q again can be split into its mean value q and the 
fluctuation q": 
(2.19) 
and it is obvious that: 
pq"=O (2.20) 
If equation (2.16) is introduced into equation (2.18), the following relation can be 
written: 
It is clear also that following additional relations could be obtained: 
- -2 -
q2 =q +q,2 
puv= puv+ pu"v" 
(2.21) 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
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2.3. Large Eddy Simulation (LES) Filtered Equations 
In this thesis, Navier Stokes equations are solved using Large Eddy Simulation. In 
order to solve the equations, they are integrated over one cell and Gauss' theorem is 
then used to link the averages together. For turbulent premixed combustion problems in 
which there are large changes in density, it is convenient to write the equations in a 
Favre (density weighted) filtered form as have just been shown in the previous section. 
The procedure starts with a finite volume mesh in which the continuous unknowns in 
the Navier Stokes equations are integrated over one cell resulting in 'cell averaged' 
quantities. Using Gauss' theorem, the cell averaged quantities are related to the surface 
averaged quantities. 
The above described procedure is called 'descretisation'. In DNS, when the mesh is 
sufficiently fine, surface averages of multiplied quantities (u,u j ) can be divided into 
multiplied surface averages of its components (ii,iij ) with only a minor approximation. 
Contrary to this, the subgrid scale contribution applies when the mesh is not of DNS 
resolution and a subgrid-scale model is needed to evaluate that contribution, a process 
that is essential in Large Eddy Simulation. An example of those terms that need a 
subgrid-scale model is the unresolved momentum flux. The following chapter describes 
the most commonly used subgrid-scale models. 
To sum up the equations are discretised, and with discretisation they are split into large 
and small scales is performed since the latter cannot be resolved by the discrete system. 
As Favre averaging is needed to discretise the equations, a Favre filtered function is 
defined as: 
(2.24) 
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where Q is a generic flow variable. Leonard (1974) defined a Favre filtering as: 
PQ= r pQ(x' ,t)G(x-x')dx' (2.25) 
D 
where G is a spatial filter function and r is an integration over the entire domain. An 
D 
integral like the above is called a convolution. The spatial filter function G has a width 
Ll and its r G(x)dx = 1. The filter width can be defined by the second moment of G. 
D 
A number of different filter functions (DeardorfT, 1970; Leonard, 1974) are commonly 
used, including Fourier, Gaussian and box filters. A box filter is nsed here, as this filter 
fits naturally into the finite volume dicretisation technique. Further discussion on the 
different filters is to follow in Chapter 3. 
The Favre filtered equations result from applying the spatial filter G to the 
conservation equations as illustrated below. The generic flow variable in equation 
(2.25) will be the flow velocity u . 
An important property of u is that it depends on time. Hence, LES necessarily is an 
unsteady computation. Furthermore, u always depends on all three space dimensions. 
Symmetries of the boundary conditions generally produce the same symmetries for the 
RANS variable. However, due to the very nature of turbulence this does not hold for u 
since the instantaneous turbulent motion is always three-dimensional. The fact that a 
three dimensional unsteady flow is to be computed makes LES a computationally 
demanding approach. It is worth noting that if the width of the spatial filter function G 
goes to zero, all scales are resolved and LES turns into DNS. 
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Filtered Mass Conservation Equation 
The Favre-fiItered equation for the conservation of mass in compressible flow is written 
as: 
dP + d(pu,) 0 
dt dX, 
(2.26) 
where : spatial averaged. Following the equality (2.18) results in: 
pu, =pi1" (2.27) 
The continuity equation becomes: 
(2.28) 
Filtered Momentum Equations 
The Favre-fiItered equation for conservation of momentum in compressible flow is 
written as: 
d(pu,) + d(PU,UJ 
dt dXJ 
dP d(},y 
--+--
dX, dXJ 
(2.29) 
The change of the stress tensor is written as: 
d(}'.. d - 2 dii. 
_" =-(S .. __ p_J) 
dxJ dx j " 3 dXJ 
(2.30) 
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where Sif is the filtered strain rate calculated as: 
(2.31 ) 
The filtered stress tensor is: 
(2.32) 
where Tif is the sub-grid scale (SGS) stress tensor. It represents the impact of the 
unresolved velocity components on the resolved ones. This term must be modelled in 
order to close the equations. Mathematically, this term arises from the nonIinearity of 
the convection term which does not commute with the linear filtering operation. Models 
for the term are described in Chapter 3. 
By using the above relations and equation (2.27), the filtered averaged momentum 
equation becomes: 
a(pu,) + a(pu,u) 
at aXj (2.33) 
where aCT. is represented as in equation (2.30) and Tif is obtained from a sub-grid 
aXj 
scale (SGS) flow model. 
Filtered Enthalpy Equation 
Applying spatial filter to the specific enthalpy equation (2.7) yields: 
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(2.34) 
Following the equality (2.18): 
(2.35) 
(2.36) 
The subgrid-scale heat flux q SGS is approximated using the sub-grid scale (SGS) eddy 
viscosity calculated for the velocities, and turbulent Prandtl number: 
- PSGS a'h 
qSGS = Pr a 
t Xj 
(2.37) . 
The sub-grid scale (SGS) eddy viscosity PSGS is modelled as described in Chapter 3. 
The thermal energy qj is calculated as follows: 
(2.38) 
whereas the sub-grid scale (SGS) chemical energy term, q" appears in equation (2.34) 
is calculated from: 
The filtered averaged enthalpy equation becomes: 
- - - - a-
a [(p pSGs)ahl_ap - uj Al.o*-. *yo 
-+-- -- --+U .. -+=I W 
aXj Pr Pr, aXj at Y ax, f' tu 
(2.39) 
(2.40) 
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The sub-grid scale (SaS) filtered reaction rate tenn Wc , requires modelling described 
in detail in chapter 3. 
Filtered Reaction Progress Variable Equation 
The reaction progress variable c defines the status of the reaction within the flame. The 
filtered reaction progress variable equation is used with thin flames when the laminar 
flamelet assumption is employed. The laminar flamelet assumption views the turbulent 
flame as an ensemble of thin laminar flames. This picture of flame structure is valid in a 
wide range of practical applications as reported in many literature such as in Poinsot et 
aI., 1990; Poinsot et aI., 1991 and Bray and Peters, 1994. 
The laminar flamelet approach can be based on evaluating the flame surface area to 
volume ratio (Flame Surface Density, FSD), ~, which can be computed via an algebraic 
relation due to Bray and co-workers (1985, 1989) and Bray (1990), or through a 
transport equation (Duclos et aI., 1993; Hawkes and Cant, 2000). An overview of both 
methods is given in Chapter 3. 
As a result of the filtering process, the sas reaction rate arises which must be specified 
in order to solve the LES Favre-filtered equations. It is worth noting that the chemical 
reaction is confined to propagating surfaces that are thinner than the computational grid 
scale for LES in many practical premixed combustion situations (Bray, 1980). Thus, 
despite the fact that LES solves the large-scale influencing eddies accurately, sub-grid 
scale eddies must be well modelled to reproduce the flame nature properly. Therefore 
the development of a simple, but accurate reaction rate model at the subgrid-scale level 
is needed. 
Chapter 3 describes the sub-grid scale models. The models described include those for 
the flow and for the reaction. 
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Similar to the enthalpy equation filtering, the filtered transport equation for the reaction 
progress variable is written as: 
(2.41) 
The left hand side terms correspond respectively to unsteady effects, resolved 
convective fluxes, filtered molecular diffusion and the unresolved transport, 
respectively. The right hand side term denotes the filtered reaction rate. As previously 
mentioned, the molecular diffusivity D is written using a Schmidt number and 
dynamic viscosity, D = f.J/(pSc). 
Filtered Equation of State 
The equation of state (2.13) is filtered to close the above equations. It relates the 
averaged pressure and temperature with the Favre-averaged temperature. The filtered 
equation of state takes the following form: 
(2.42) 
where the gas constant R = R. / M , while R. and M are the universal gas constant and 
gas molecular mass respectively. 
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Sub-grid Scale (SGS) Models 
As a result of the filtering process for the governing conservation equations in chapter 
2, some tenus arise need to be modelled in order to close the equations. Those terms 
count for the effect of the scales smaller than the flter size. In order to get accurate 
Large Eddy Simuulation (LES) modelling, they need to be represented accurately. Such 
tenus are seen in the filtered momentum equations, filtered enthalpy equation and 
filtered reaction progress variable equation. The terms, therefore, represent the sub-grid 
scale (SaS) eddy viscosity and the sub-grid scale (SaS) reaction rate respectively. It is 
necessary to use sas models for the momentum, scalar fluxes and chemical reaction. 
The standard Smagorinsky (1963) model has been widely used to model the subgrid 
fluctuations in the velocity field. More recently, the model was improved by aermano 
et al. (1991) who devised a procedure for determining the model coefficient 
dynamically using local flow conditions. This dynamic procedure was extended to 
compressible flow by Moin et al. (1991). Combustion is modelled by either a simple 
Eddy-Break-Up (EBU) (Spalding, 1971) assumption which gives a reaction rate 
proportional to the time scale of turbulent mixing or by using more advanced models 
based on the flame surface density (FSD) approach. In this chapter, the two different 
popular models for the sas eddy viscosity will be examined, as well as the sas 
reaction rate model based on the FSD approach. 
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3.1. SGS Modelling Technique 
In low Reynolds number flows, the energy in sub grid-scales are small relative to the 
total energy, and therefore results will be relatively insensitive to the subgrid scale 
model. In contrast, model selection becomes important when the flow has a high 
Reynolds number, because subgrid scales contain a significant percentage of energy. 
Moreover, chemical reactions in turbulent premixed combustion occur on scales faster 
than the time scales of the resolved eddies. This makes the subgrid scale turbulence 
model as well as the reaction model crucial. 
Good subgrid-scale models should represent interactions between the large and small 
scales. Interactions between such scales assures adequate energy dissipation, which is. 
the transport of energy from the resolved to the unresolved scales. In LES, the only way 
for the energy to leave the resolved modes is by dissipation provided by the subgrid 
scale model. This energy dissipation should depend on the large scales of the flow 
rather than being imposed arbitrarily by the model. 
Selection of the spatial filter applied in equation (2.25) is important since it must 
commute with differentiation so that equations for the filtered field can be developed 
from the N avier Stokes equations. 
The Gaussian filter sets the scale of the smallest resolved eddies. It is a function of the 
filter width, which takes the following form: 
G = .J617dl ~exp(-6x2 I ~2) (3.1) 
It is widely used for homogeneous turbulence and for inhomogeneous turbulence in the 
direction of homogeneity, often with separate filter widths in three directions. If the 
Gaussian filter is used with ~!, ~2 and ~3 are the grid resolution in the three orthogonal 
directions, then a common approach, due to Deardorff(1970), has been to use ~ as: 
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(3.2) 
Another filter is used in this work which is the Box filter. It is defined as: 
G=lIA if Ixl :!> AI2 
(3.3) 
G = 0 elsewhere 
The box filter fits naturally into a finite volume discretisation; the process of rewriting 
the continuous equations in discrete form using a finite volume formulation. Deardorff 
(1970) used the box filter in equation (2.25). Fig. 3.1 displays the Gaussian as well as 
the Box filters, both plotted for the same filter width A. 
G(x) GGaussian 
x 
Figure 3.1 The Gaussian filter and the Box filter plotted for the same filter width A 
(Frtlhlich and Rodi, 2002). 
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When a small filter is used, more scales are resolved and less are modelled. This means 
that more more wrinkles are captured. Fig. 3.2 illustrates the filtering with a smaller 
filter in (a) or a larger filter width in (b). As shown, the larger the filter width A, the 
smoother is u . 
Another common filter is the sharp cut-off filter (Leonard, 1974). The sharp cut-off 
filter results from writing the convolution u in equation (2.25) into Fourier space as a 
function of the independent variable, the wavenumber llJ (Frohlich and Rodi, 2002). In 
this filter all Fourier modes having wavenumbers greater than a specified cutoff are put 
into the subgrid field, and all modes with smaller wavenumbers retained in the resolved 
field 
Fig. 3.3 illnstrates the filtering in Fourier space. The vertical line is the nominal cut-off 
filter. As shown, the Fourier cut-off filter would yield a spectrum of u which is equal 
to the one of u left of this line, and zero to the right of it. Fig. 3.3 demonstrates that 
when a general filter is applied, such as the box filter, this does not yield a neat cut 
through the energy spectrum but rather some smoother decay to zero. This is important 
since SGS modelling often assumes that the spectrum of the resolved scales near the 
cut-off follows an inertial spectrum with a particular slope and a particular amount of 
energy transported from the coarse to the fine scales on the average. 
Piomelli, Ferziger and Moin (1988) clarified the importance of the relationship between 
the filter and the model. For example, since Gaussian filter produces a filtered field that 
overlaps the subgrid field in wavenumber space, the mixed model must be used with 
Gaussian filter. This overlap is absent when using the sharp cut-off filter, which 
therefore should not be used with the mixed model. 
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- x 
- x 
Figure 3.2 The filtered function ii obtained by applying a box filter: a) small filter 
width and b) larger filter width. (Frohlich and Rodi, 2002). 
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LogE(m) 
LogO) 
Figure 3.3 Effects of filtering process on the energy spectrum. The filter used here 
is the Box filter and the vertical line corresponds to the Fourier cut·off 
filter on the same grid. (Frohlich and Rodi, 2002). 
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3.2. The SGS Eddy Viscosity Models 
Two different SGS eddy viscosity models are used in this study; the commonly used 
standard Smagorinsky model (1963) and the dynamic model due to Gennano et al. 
(1991). In Gennano model, the model coefficient is calculated from infonnation 
obtained from local instantaneous flow conditions as described by Moin et al. (1991). 
Therefore, it has the crucial advantage that the viscosity properly responds to local flow 
structures. In the following sections, a detailed description of the two models is 
presented and discussed. 
·3.2.1. The Standard Smagorinsky Model 
The standard Smagorinsky model (1963) is probably the most popular model due to its 
simplicity. Using a simple model reflects on the computational cost of the simulation, 
which is a very high cost in LES calculations. Nevertheless, the standard Smagorinsky 
model has its drawbacks. This model needs an input of a model coefficient C which is a 
flow independent parameter that is taken as constant. The SGS stress tensor T if in 
equation (2.33), is modelled due to Smagorinsky (1963) using: 
(3.4) 
And the SGS eddy viscosity is a function of the filter size A and the strain rate \SI: 
JlSGS = PcA2 \s1 
where C is the dimensionless coefficient and the strain rate \SI is: 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
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The Smagorinsky coefficient c, IS related to the dimensionless coefficient C as 
follows: 
C =..Jc 
.. 
(3.7) 
The sub-grid scale (SGS) eddy viscosity becomes: 
(3.8) 
The Smagorinsky coefficient conld be taken from a wide range of 0.05-0.25. Lilly 
(1966) took it as 0.17 for homogeneous isotropic turbulence. Oeardorff (1970) found 
that for a turbulent channel flow the value should be 0.094. Piomelli et al. (1988) found 
0.065 to be the optimal value. Thibaut and Candel (1998) used the value 0.2 for a 20 
flashback simulation for turbnlent premixed combustion. 
The isotropic part of the SGS stress tensor, T kk' is modelled using the relation of 
y oshizawa (1986): 
(3.9) 
where the model coefficient Cl is of order of 0.0 I. 
The standard Srnagorinsky model (1963) has been widely used in simulating different 
flow applications. Among them was the work of Oeardorff (1970) for turbulent channel 
flow. He used the Samgorinsky model for the subgrid scales and an approximate wall 
boundary condition, as computer resources of the time did not allow resolution of the 
waUlayer. 
In 1978, Moin, Reynolds and Ferziger performed an LES of channel flow in which the 
wall boundary layer was resolved. To account for the reduction of turbulence scales 
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close to the wall, Moin et al. reduced the length scale used in the SGS model in linear 
proportion with the distance from the wall. Improved results for channel flow were 
obtained by Moin and Kim (1982) using a Van Driest type damping function ( Van 
Driest, 1956) close to the wall. Further progress was made by Horiuti (J 987) who 
suggested using the conservative skew-syrnmetric form of the Navier-Stokes equations 
rather than the rotational form. 
Branley and Jones (1997, 200 I) used the standard Srnagorinsky model to simulate a 
hydrogen jet diffusion flame. In general, results were in good agreement with 
experiment. Some of the differences between computations and experiments were 
attributed to the simplicity of the combustion model they used 
Among the drawbacks of the standard Srnagorinsky model listed in the literature (Moin 
et aI., 1991, Ferziger and Peric, 2002) are that the model does not: 
• account for different flows; e.g. shear flow. 
• vanish in laminar flow and become very dissipative in the laminar/turbulent 
regIOn. 
• account for the backscatter energy. 
The above drawbacks are attributed to the rigidity ofthe model coefficint C,. Gerrnano 
et al. (1991) produced formulations that relate the model coefficient C to the flow 
conditions. 
3.2.2. The Dynamic Germano Model 
The aim of this model is to calculate the model coefficient C from the local 
instantaneouus flow conditions. The procedure is to apply a test filter to the velocity 
field to extract information from the smallest resolved scales which will be used in 
determining the model coefficint. Moin et a!. (J 991) developed this procedure to 
account for the compressible flow. Applying a test filter ( A ) to the filtered form ofthe 
equations, gives a test-level SGS stress tensor: 
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_A_ I _A __ A_ 
"if = pu,uj - :... (PUi·PU j) 
p 
(3.1 0) 
The resolved turbulent stresses (Leonard stresses) are calculated from the filtered 
velocity field and represented as follows: 
-" 1"-" 
Lif =P(UiUj)-:... (PUi·pUj) 
P 
From the work of Germano (1992), an expression for cIS. 2 is derived: 
where 
-2 
CI1 = 
where a is the ratio between the test filter and grid filter widths: 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
The value of a can be determined using several approaches. Germano et al. (1991) 
suggested a value of 2.0 for turbulent channel flows. 
The SGS eddy viscosity flsGS is calculated using equation (3.4) and the value of cIS.2 
from equation (3.12). 
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The energy profile follows the behavior described by Kolmogorov's similarity 
hypotheses (1941, 1962). It regards the energy spectrum as a function of the 
wavenumber (k) and the dissipation rate (e). The Kolmogorov constant (C.) takes 
different values according to the Reynolds number. Energy as a function of the 
wavenumber is calculated from: 
(3.\5) 
Fig. 3.4 shows schematically an energy spectrum variation with turbulence 
wavenumber. The smallest resolved scales (dotted area) give the information needed for 
the smaller scales (grey area) modelling. The smallest resolved scales are the output of 
the test filter application while the smaller scales represent the subgrid filtering region. 
Thus the dynamic model adjusts its coefficient automatically as shown above to 
determine the limit for resolved scales (i.e., filter width). 
The problem that appears with the dynamic determination of the model coefficient is 
that very high values for the eddy viscosity of both signs (+ve and -ve) are produced. 
This is because the model coefficient is a rapidly varying function over the spatial 
coordinations and time. Having a negative eddy viscosity over large region causes 
numerical unstability. Clipping the negative eddy viscosities to the lowest level of the 
molecular viscosity is a good solution for such problems (Ferziger and Peric, 2002). 
Mathey and Chollet (1997) used the dynamic Germano procedure in simulating a 
reactive turbulent shear layer. Tsubokura et aI. (1997) used the dynamic procedure due 
to Germano et aI. (1991) to determine the model coefficient in simulating a plane 
impinging jet. They found that the dynamic procedure tends to cause numerical 
instability and hence they adopted a Lagrangian type averaging technique developed by 
Meneveau et aI. (1996). Their model predicted the properties of the turbulent impinging 
jet well. 
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E(kl 
Computed in LES Modelled in LES 
. • • • I 
::::::::: 
........ , 
••• I 
.... , 
k 
Figure 3.4 Schematic of energy spectrum (E) variation with turbulence 
wavenumber (k) (Kolmogorov, 1941). Dotted area represents the 
smallest resolved scales and grey area represents the subgrid scales. 
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Mathew (2002) used the Approximate Deconvolution Model (ADM) due to Adams and 
Leonard (\ 999) for the reaction rate in conjunction with the dynamic Gennano 
procedure for the eddy viscosity to simulate a premixed flame fonning in the shear 
layer of a round wake. This work suggested that ADM may be a better complement to 
the thickened flame method, and raised the question on whether artificial thickening is 
best-suited for LES of reacting flows. 
3.3. The SGS Reaction Rate Model 
The SGS reaction rate must be specified in order to solve the LES Favre-filtered 
equations, which will then lead to the computation of the density and pressure. The 
chemical reaction is confined to propagating surfaces that are thinner than the 
computational grid scale for LES in many practical premixed combustion situations 
(Bray, 1980). Thus, despite the fact that LES relies less on modelling through increased 
resolution of resolved turbulent structures, the subgrid-scale modelling remains difficult 
and important. The development of a simple, but accurate reaction rate model at the 
sub grid-scale level is needed. 
In this work the flamelet modelling approach for turbulent premixed flame is used and a 
BML-like algebraic closure for the flame surface area is fonnulated in terms of a 
reaction progress variable and a sub-grid flame wrinkling scale. BML model relations 
are detailed below in this section. 
IdentifYing the regime(s) of turbulent premixed flames in combustion systems can 
assist the development of models, and indeed, the assessment of existing models. 
Diagrams of combustion regimes may be found in the literature (Williams, 1985; 
Borghi, 1985; Peters, 1986; Peters and Franke, 1990). In such diagrams, different 
regimes of premixed flames are defined by using dimensionless parameters. Various 
dimensionless parameters have been used to classifY the regimes of turbulent premixed 
combusion. Some common parameters are: 
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• Turbulent Reynolds number: R, = u'L / v where u' is the turbulence intensity, L 
is a characteristic length scale, and v is the kinematic viscosity of the unburnt 
mixture. 
• Damkohler number (Da): Da = r, / re where re and r, are the chemical and 
turbulent time scales, respectively. 
• Karlovitz number (Ka): Ka = rq / re where rq is the microscopic turbulent time 
/ 
scale. 
• u' / u L: is the ratio of the root mean square turbulent velocity to the laminar 
burning velocity. 
• I, /OL : is the ratio of integral length scale to the laminar flame thickness. 
• T/ / 0L: is the ratio of the smallest (Kolmogorov) turbulence length scale to the 
laminar flame thickness. 
A key parameter in reacting flow is the Darnkohler number. When the Darnkilhler 
number is large, the chemical time re is short compared to the turbulent time r" 
corresponding to a thin reaction zone distorted by the flow field. The resulting reaction 
is so fast that it takes place almost instantaneously after the reactants have mixed. The 
internal structure of the flame is not affected by turbulence and may be described as a 
laminar flame element called a flamelet. The flame surface is wrinkled and strained by 
the turbulence. Most practical situations correspond to high to medium Darnkilhler 
numbers, i.e., the flamelet region. On the other hand, slow chemical reaction is defined 
when the Darnkilhler number takes small values. 
In premixed turbulent flames, the chemical time scale re may be estimated as the ratio 
between the flame thickness OL and the laminar burning velocity u L. The turbulent 
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time scale corresponds to the integral length scale 1, and is estimated as T, = 1,lu' 
where u' is the root mean square turbulent velocity (the square root of the turbulent 
kinetic energy). Then Damk5hler number can be rewritten as: 
(3.16) 
where velocity ratio u' I u L and length scale ratio 1, IOL are selected to produce a a 
diagram for the turbulent premixed combustion regimes. 
Fig. 3.5 shows combustion regimes diagram extracted from the work of Borghi and 
Destriau (1996). For large values of Damk5hler number, the flame front is thin and its 
structure is not affected by turbulence motion. This regime is called the 'flamelet 
regime' or the 'thin wrinkled flame regime'. As the turbulence level increases, turbulent 
structures become able to affect the preheat zone of the flame, corresponding to the 
'thickened-wrinkled flame regime'. If the turbulence level increases more, turbulent 
motion becomes sufficiently strong to affect the whole flame structure, corresponding 
to the 'thickened flame regime'. 
Some of the other available diagrams for the regimes of turbulent premixed flames are 
shown in Fig. 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8. Matthews et al. (1996) highlights that these regime 
diagrams can yield different conclusions regarding the regimes of combustion. For 
instance, it was shown that SI engine operating points due to Abraham et al. (1985) on 
the regime diagram of Fig. 3.6 resided in the flamelet regime, while the SI operating 
points on the Borghi diagram (with revised thin flame limits of Abdel-Gayed et aI., 
1989 and Roberts et aI., 1994) of Fig. 3.7 indicated the additional presence of 
distributed regimes. This clearly highlights the inaccuracies that prevail in defining the 
regimes of premixed combustion. Nevertheless, the regime diagrams are useful to gain 
approximate ideas. 
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In Fig. 3.6, large interest was given to estimate the regime of SI engine operation 
(Abraham et aI., 1985). In order to identifY the combustion regimes into which engine 
flames are likely to fall, Abraham et al. (1985) made estimates of the non-dimensional 
parameters Re and Da already defined earlier. 
Measured values of turbulence intensity, u', were scattered to within a factor of five 
even under similar operating conditions. This is mainly a consequence of the different 
techniques employed in measurements and different procedures adopted in data 
reduction. There were no reliable length-scale measurements in engines. Hence, 
Abraham et al. (1985) estimated the integral length scale, I, in the reactants as O.21h 
(where h is the clearance height). The laminar burning velocities at different reactant 
temperatures, pressures, equivalence ratios and residual mass fractions were obtained 
from curve-fits to experimental data. 
Fig. 3.8 shows the regime diagram for turbulent premixed combustion proposed by 
Peters (1999 and 2000). The abscissa marks the ratio I/o/ as a measure of the size ofthe 
turbulent eddies that interact with the flame, whereas the ordinate depicts u '/U[ as a 
measure for the turbulence intensity of the flow. The line Re = 1 separates the regime 
of laminar flames (Re < 1) from that of turbulent flames (Re > 1). Four different 
regimes of turbulent premixed combustion can be identified. 
The first regime, the so-called wrinkled flamelet regime, is bounded by the condition 
u '/U[ < 1. Here, the laminar burning velocity u[ still dominates the turbulent velocity 
fluctuation u '. This means that flame front deformations due to turbulent eddies are 
almost immediately annihilated by the propagating front, hence only small wrinkling of 
the flame front can be observed. This regime, however, is of little practical interest. 
The second regime, the so-called corrugated flame let regime, is bounded by u '/U[ ::: 1 
and Ka < 1. Here, the rotational velocities of the large scale turbulent eddies are larger 
than the laminar buruing velocity, thereby corrugating the flame front. The condition 
Ka < 1 implies that the smallest eddies of size" are still larger than the laminar flame 
thickness o[ so that they can not penetrate into the laminar flame front. The interaction 
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between eddies of all sizes and the laminar flame structure is thus purely kinematics, 
leaving the chemical and transport processes within the flame structure essentially 
unmodified. 
The third regime, called the thin reaction zone regime, is bounded by Ka ~ 1 and KaJ < 
1. The condition Ka ~ 1 implies that, in contrast to the corrugated flamelet regime, the 
smallest eddies of size 1'/ are smaller than the laminar flame thickness 0/. Therefore, they 
penetrate into the laminar flame structure. However, the second condition, KaJ < 1, 
states that the smallest eddies are still larger than the thickness of the inner layer so that 
they cannot penetrate into the inner layer. Thus, turbulent eddies penetrate into the 
preheat zone enhancing the transport of chemical species and temperature, but since 
they cannot penetrate into the inner layer, the chemical reactions that sustain the flame 
are essentially uninfluenced by turbulence. The smallest turbulent eddies, on the other 
hand, might enter into the oxidation layer. Yet, the influence of turbulence is limited 
because the temperature and, thereby, the viscosity in the oxidation layer are 
significantly higher than in the unbumed gas; see Fig. 3.8. Thus, dissipation of the 
smallest eddies is greatly enhanced. 
The fourth regime, the so-called broken reaction zone regime, is bounded by KaJ ~ 1. 
Here, the smallest eddies are tiny enough to enter into the inner layer. This can lead to a 
local breakdown of the chemical reactions due to enhanced heat loss towards the 
preheat zone, inducing a temperature decrease and subsequently a loss of radicals. In 
this case, the premixed flame structure can not be preserved and local extinction occurs. 
As can be seen from the above diagrams of regimes of combustion, the general 
consensus is that the flamelet assumption is valid for large Damkohler numbers and for 
characteristic turbulence scales much larger than a typical flame thickness. The Borghi 
diagram (Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.7) sets a limit of the flamelet regime based on the Kilmov-
William criterion, i.e. Ka=1.0. However, Abdel-Gayed et al. (1998) revised this 
division upward to higher strain rates (Ka= 1.64) based on their experimental findings 
(Fig. 3.7). Furthermore, numerical research by Poinsot et al. (1991) and recent research 
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by Robert et al. (1993) and Buschmann et al. (1996) have pushed this division to much 
higher strain rates as can be seen in Fig. 3.7. 
In the limit of high Damkohler number, when the flamelet assumption is valid, the 
regime is named 'flamelet'. Laminar flamelet approaches present new reaction rate 
modelling possibilities for LES. In these approaches, the turbulent flame is viewed as 
an ensemble of wrinkled thin interfaces separating unburnt reactants from fully burnt 
products. These interfaces are called flamelets and are assumed to retain the local 
structure of a laminar flame, albeit strained and curved by the surrounding flow. This 
. picture of flame structure is valid when the chemical time scale is shorter than the 
turbulent time scale, a situation that occurs in a wide variety of combustion systems, 
and has proved robust in practice (poinsot et aI., 1990; Poinsot et aI., 1991; Bray and 
Peters, 1994). 
The flamelet model has the advantage of decoupling the turbulence from the chemistry, 
because each flamelet interface is thin relative to the Kolmogorov scale. The 
Kolmogorov scale is the smallest structure of the eddies associated with a turbulent 
flow. Effects due solely to chemistry can be isolated and modelled to any level of 
detail, while effects due to the turbulence can be treated in conjunction with the 
associated flame let based transport model. 
Much of the flamelet modelling literature focus on deriving effective turbulent burning 
velocity. The altemative modelling strategy has been pursued for the flamelet regime 
since the first introduction of the Bray-Moss-Libby model (BML). This approach is 
based on evaluating the flame surface area to volume ratio (Flame Surface Density, 
FSD), L, which can be computed via an algebraic expression due to Bray and co-
workers (1985, 1989) and Bray (1990), or through a transport equation (Dudos et aI., 
1993; Hawkes and Cant, 2000). Extracted from the RANS work ofTrouve and Poinsot 
(1994), the SGS reaction rate Wc may be expressed in terms of the subgrid-scale flame 
surface density, 1:, as: 
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(3.17) 
where R is the reaction rate per unit of flame area averaged along the subgrid scale 
flame front and computed from (Trouve and Poinsot, 1994): 
(3.18) 
where p. is the density of the unburnt mixture and U L is the laminar burning velocity. 
The laminar burning velocity, uL ' can be calculated using a simple algebraic expression 
due to Metghalchi and Keck (1980, 1982): 
(3.19) 
where U L. is the reference unstrained laminar burning velocity, taken here equal to 0.45 
m1s for stoichiometric propane/air mixture, To and Po are reference temperature and 
pressure values (298.15 K, 1.01 bar), respectively and TR is the reactant temperature. a 
and p are constants taken from the following expressions (Metghalchi and Keck, 1980, 
1982): 
a=2.18-0.8(~-I) (3.20) 
p=-O.16+0.22(~-I) (3.21) 
where ~ is the equivalence ratio. For the stoichiometric mixture used here, values for 
a and pare 2.18 and -0.16, respectively. 
The main advantage of this fonnulation is to decouple the chemical problem, described 
by R and taken from laminar flames studies, from the interaction between the flame 
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surface and the turbulent flow field. The subgrid-scale FSD may be computed from 
either an algebraic expression similar to BML due to Bray (\ 990) or from a solution of 
a transport equation (Hawkes and Cant, 2000). 
The algebraic formulation due to Bray (1990), derives the flame surface density :E 
from the intermittency between fresh reactants and fully burnt products, as follows: 
(3.22) 
where c is the reaction progress variable, Ly is the BML flamelet wrinkling length 
scale, ID is a factor correcting for mean effects of strain and curvature on the laminar 
flame, g is a constant whose value is fixed by the Probability Density Function (PDF) 
of the flamelet crossing process and 100yl is the cosine of the mean direction of crossing. 
The heat release parameter r, is given by: 
(3.23) 
where the subscripts u and b denote unburnt and burnt mixture, respectively. 
The ID factor is evaluated using (Bray, 1990): 
I = 0.117 KO.784 
o (I H) (3.24) 
where K is the dimensionless Karlovitz stretch factor evaluated from (Abdel-Gayed et 
aI., 1987): 
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K=O.157(:J'R,-OS (3.25) 
where u' is the r.m.s. turbulent velocity and R, is the turbulent Reynolds nwnber based 
on the integral length scale of turbulence. 
The controlling parameters g and 10", I are determined by Patel and Ibrahim (1999) 
using: 
g=I+2c and 10",1=0.65 (3.26) 
The BML flamelet wrinkling length scale Ly is calculated using (Bray, 1990): 
(3.27) 
where CL and n are two constants of the order of unity. 
The other approach· solving the subgrid-scale flame surface density L is to employ a 
balance equation for it (Hawkes and Cant, 2000, 2001). The terms included in such a 
balance equation are a net rate of change, effect of mean flow convection, effect of 
subgrid convection, effect of fluid strain, planar propagation term and production or 
destruction of FSD associated with the combined effect of propagation or curvature. A 
modelled transport equation was developed with Hawkes and Cant (2000). Each of the 
terms must be modelled based on some physical argument, on the results of experiment 
and of DNS and on previous RANS work. Modelling such terms requires input of 
physical values, as well as other user determined parameters. The interaction between 
many competing effects in the process of flame propagation results in spatial and 
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temporal variations of the 1: terms, which gives support for the use of a modelled 
transport equation for 1:. However, due to run time limitations it is advantageous to 
pursue simpler modelling approaches. Thus, a simpler algebraic BML-like model is 
developed and tested in this work agaiust experiment to simulate LES premixed 
turbulent flame. 
Described below is the BML-like closure model which is used in simulatious here. The 
model is extracted from the DNS work of Bog er, et al. (1998). 
Applying the LES filter G (equation 2.25) to the c-equation (2.11) gives: 
(3.28) 
The left hand side terms correspond respectively to unsteady effects, resolved 
convective fluxes, and the unresolved transport. The two right hand side terms denote, 
respectively, filtered molecular diffusion and filtered reaction rate. The last term 
corresponds to flame front displacement where w is the displacement speed of the 
considered iso-c level relative to the flow. 
The flame front displacement may be recast using the spatial filter Gas: 
(3.29) 
where 1: is generalized subgrid flame surface density and Os is genralized subgrid 
flame surface average. 
In a first step, the surface-averaged mass-weighted displacement speed (pw)s may be 
estimated from the laminar flame speed U L and the fresh gas density p. as: 
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(3.30) 
From the c -equation (3.28), the right hand side could be recast using equations (3.29) 
and (3.30) as: 
(3.31) 
The extracted database from the work of Boughanem and Trouve (1998), using Direct 
Numerical Simulations (DNS) for premixed flames propagating into turbulent flow, is 
used here to analyze the different terms in the c -equation. The simulations use a three-
dimensional, fully compressible Navier-Stokes solver. Four cases, varying in the heat 
release parameter and turbulence level, were reported by Boger, et al. (1998). 
Fig. 3.9 illustrates the variation profile ofthe different terms in the c -equation with c. 
As shown, the reaction rate term, and the resolved convection flux term, are of the same 
order. The molecular diffusion term, and the unresolved transport term, are of the same 
order. Therefore the molecular diffusion is not negligible against the unresolved 
transport term. On the other hand, the unresolved transport term, which has to be 
modelled, is lower than the resolved transport term. Then, model uncertainties will be 
less dramatic on the final results than in RANS. As long as the molecular diffusion is 
very small compared to the reaction rate, it could be neglected and equation (3.31) 
could be recast as: 
(3.32) 
The filtered reaction rate is closed, introducing a subgrid-scale flame surface density, 
~, modelled as a first step with an algebraic expression similar to the Bray-Moss-Libby 
(BML) formulation widely used in Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) context. 
This concept is very attractive because it could be refined using, for example, a 
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dynamic algebraic formulation or a balance equation for ~. In the following an 
algebraic expression will be proposed for ~. 
From the same DNS database, as was extracted by Boger et al. (1998), L' is plotted in 
Fig. 3.10 against the filtered reduced progress variable Cred for two cases, different in 
the heat release parameter and turbulence level. r is the surface density defined by 
- - -
C =c· ,and Cred is defined as C re, =0 when C $; c'; C re, =1 when C > c· . 
As shown, the values of L' are quite similar despite the strong differences in the two 
cases. Accordingly, a simple algebraic expression may be proposed for L': 
(3.33) 
where a is a model coeffecient. 
For the generalized flame surface density ~, the parabolic profile is recovered as shown 
in Fig. 3.11 (Boger, et aI., 1998). The curve is slightly shifted towards the burnt gas 
side giving a maximum value for ~ at C ~ 0.6. This shift and maximum value point 
have been observed from DNS results in previous works in RANS context by Trouve 
and Poinsot (1994) as shown in Fig. 3.12 According to Trouve and Poinsot (1994), the 
flame brush grows thicker and propagates deeper into the reactants. 
A similar expression to equation (3.33) may be used to model ~ as: 
(3.34) 
where f3 is the model coeffecient. 
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Fig. 3.13 (Boger et aI., 1998) shows the change of the model coefficients, a and f3 
with the turbulence level and filter size. As shown, a and f3 are expected to equal 
each other when the flame is infinitely thin compared to the filter size. More refined 
algebraic expressions should be proposed taking into account the subgrid turbulence 
level and the flame length scale. 
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Figure 3.13 The two upper curves represent model coefficient a , for two different 
cases, and the two lower curves represent model coefficient f3, for the 
same two cases, against the filterlDNS mesh size ratio. (Boger, et aI., 
1998). 
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Description of the Test Case and 
Numerical Solution Method 
4.1. Test Case Selection Criteria 
Advances in premixed combustion predictive tools together with growing 
computational power have made computer simulation of flow and combustion in 
practical systems an effective alternative to experimental tests (Ibrahim et aI., 2000). 
Damktlhler suggested some fifty years ago that turbulence in the unbumt gas mixture 
causes the increased flame speed. 
Assuming we have no turbulence and no walls, the flame of the premixed combustion 
ideally should be a spherical flame with a constant velocity, the velocity given by how 
much volume expansion occurs for each volume of gas that is consumed by the flame. 
Outside, and away from this flame, there is a flow created within the unbumt gas, this 
flow moves the unburnt gas away from the flame in order to accommodate the newly 
created volume of burnt gas. 
In engines and practical premixed combustion situations, from flame pictures, the flame 
is not a smooth spherical surface, but it is distorted by the turbulent motion of the 
unburnt gas. Because of this fact, a test case that produces a turbulent premixed 
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combustion process is chosen for this work. An important criterion overriding the 
design of the experimental rig studied here is that it should be easily amenable to 
modelling. This requires that initial and boundary conditions be well defined and that 
the physical size is such that an affordable computational grid may be used to resolve 
the length scales. Another important requirement is optical accessibility such that 
imaging experiments can be easily performed. 
4.2. Test Case Configuration 
The chosen test rig for the current study is taken from the experimental work of 
Cadwallader (2001). The test rig is shown in Fig. 4.1. It consists of a box, 870 mm in 
height, with a square cross section of 150 by 150 mm giving a total volume of 19.6 
litres of flammable mixture. The walls are 20 mm thick perspex retained by a steel 
frame. The bottom plate is also made of steel. The fuel used is stoichimoetric Propane 
(C3HS) in air. The fuel-air mixture enters the box through the bottom plate and may be 
vented through a valve positioned at the top bracket holding the perspex walls. A glow 
plug activated by 1.5 volts is used as an ignition source and is placed at the centre of the 
bottom plate which is referred to as the "ignition" end of the vessel. The top end, which 
is referred to as the "outlet" end is fully open and is covered with thin plastic film 
(household plastic wrap) during tests. The film is sealed on a layer of black tar lined 
around the retaining brackets on the outlet end. 
A solid steel obstruction with a cross section and area blockage ratio of 25% is placed 
at 350 mm from the ignition end and a turbulence generating grid is placed parallel to 
the obstruction but at l50mm from the ignition end as shown in Fig. 4.1. The 
turbulence generating grid is kept simple for ease of modelling and consists of five 11 
mm strips of 2 mm thick steel spaced by 16 mm. 
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The pressure is monitored using two piezo-resistive pressure transducers with a range 
of 0-1 bar and a response time of about 0.1 ms. A photodiode sensor is positioned 
outside the chamber pointing at the spark plug as shown in Fig. 4.1. A safe firing 
procedure has been developed and tested. Before each test, the vessel is flushed with air 
to ensure that all combustion products from the previous run are cleared. The fuel-air 
mixture, at the required stoichiometry, flows into the test rig for long enough time such 
that more than three times the volume of the vessel is supplied to purge the vessel and 
to ensure that the mixture is homogeneous. 
A high-speed digital camera, Redlake make, is used to obtain images of the propagating 
flame. The full resolution of the camera (48Ox420 pixels) may be obtained at framing 
rates of up to 250 frames per second (fps). The camera was operated at 1000 fps with an 
image resolution of 416x120 pixels. This is convenient given the elongated shape of the 
domain and gives a resolution of about 2mm by 1 mm respectively along the length and 
width of the chamber. The software used (MIDAS) records the flame images 
simultaneously with the pressure data which is logged at the rate of 10KHz. This is 
useful because the pressure and flame shape information can be viewed with respect to 
the same time reference. 
4.3. Flow and Flame Characteristic in the Selected Test Case 
The chosen experiment for modelling in this work exhibits a wide range of flow scales. 
Such scales identify different combustion phases throughout the chamber. A transition 
between a phase that can be described as a quasi-Iaminar phase to a fully turbulent 
phase occurs gradually in the small scale chamber. A variation of flame propagation 
speed and pressure due to different combustion phases makes the LES modelling for 
the case a challenging task. Moreover, the flow nature changes from almost laminar to a 
fully turbulent flow, denoting a big change in the flame structure. In other words, the 
flame goes from a smooth flame to a highly distorted wrinkled flame. This adds 
difficulty in treating the laminar and transition phases. High-speed images for the test 
case under study at various times during flame propagation are shown in Fig. 4.2. 
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Also shown in Fig. 4.3 are pressure-time traces measured at the ignition end of the 
chamber, as well as flame speed. The flame speed is obtained from the images by 
measuring the displacement of the leading edge of the flame front over subsequent 
frames. 
The peak pressure occurs when the flame is exiting the chamber and the trapped gas is 
being conswned. The flame front slows down slightly before it reaches the turbulence 
generating grid at about 22ms and then speeds up sharply as it passes through at 24-
25ms. The flame image taken at 25ms shows the flame front protruding through the 
grid and wrapping around the small grid plates generating nwnerous vortical structures 
(and hence higher turbulence levels). The flame speed reaches another local maximum 
as it passes through the gap between the obstacle and the side wall. 
The flame slows down slightly as it senses a solid surface (be it the grid or the obstacle) 
and then speeds up to a local maximum as it passes past the narrow gap made by the 
obstacle. The largest increase in speed occurs as the flame approaches the chamber's 
exit and the gas trapped on the obstruction's downstream surface is burning. As the 
flame leaves the chamber, the pressure decreases sharply and reduces to below 
atmospheric causing the flames to be sucked back into the rig and hence the subsequent 
pressure oscillations which are observed in Fig. 4.3. It should be noted here that 
pressures below atmospheric are not shown here due to limitations of the pressure 
transducers. 
From the experimental results presented here, it is evident that the flame goes through 
three main phases of propagation: 
• The quasi-laminar phase which occurs between the ignition point and the grid at 
150mm. In this region the flame is initially laminar but starts to undergo a 
gradual transition to turbulence as it approaches the grid. 
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• The turbulent phase where the flame exits from the grid as a turbulent flame 
after producing local vortices around the edges of the grid panels, approaches 
and jets past the obstruction then reconnects while burning the mixture trapped 
downstream of the obstacle. Peak pressure is reached at the end of this phase. 
This phase covers the region from about 150mm to about 500mm downstream 
ofthe ignition point. 
• The blowdown phase which occurs in the downstream section of the rig where 
the flame exits the chamber and the pressure starts to oscillate while the 
remaining trapped mixture is burning. These regions extend from 500mm to the 
end ofthe domain. 
These partitions of the chamber are adopted in the calculations for gridding and 
modelling purposes and are discussed further in later sections. Fig. 4.4 shows a 
schematic of the above mentioned propagation phases in the combustion chamber for 
the experiment under study. Later in chapter 5, the numerical treatment to simulate 
these phases is expalined and discussed. Phase classification is useful in assessing 
model performance. 
4.4. Numerical Simulations 
Numerical calculations are made using a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) code, 
named PUFFIN (Kirkpatrick, 2002). The code uses the large eddy simulation (LES) 
technique to solve conservation equations for mass, momentum, internal energy and a 
reaction progress variable (Bray et aI., 1985) describing the rate of chemical reaction. 
The spatial discretisation of the momentum equations within the chamber uses second-
order central differences for diffusion, advection and pressure gradient terms. In the 
region of the domain outside the chamber where accuracy is less important, the grid is 
expanded towards the boundaries. Here the third-order accurate QUICK scheme of 
Leonard (1987) is used to maintain stability. Second-order central differences are also 
used for the pressure correction equation. The discretisation of the scalar equations uses 
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central differences for the diffusion term and the SHARP scheme (Leonard, 1988) for 
the advection terms. 
The full set of equations is advanced in time using a fractional step method for 
compressible reacting flows (Kirkpatrick et aI., 2003). The Crank-Nicolson scheme is 
used for the time integration of momentum and scalar equations. Mass conservation is 
enforced using an iterative projection method for compressible flow in which pressure, 
velocity and density fields are corrected simultaneously. 
The discretised equations are then solved using a Bi-Conjugate Gradient solver with an 
MSI pre-conditioner for the momentum, scalar and pressure correction equations. The 
time step, ot, is limited to ensure the Courant number remains less than 0.5 with the 
extra condition that ot is less than 0.3 ffiS. A converged solution was reached when 
residuals for the momentum and scalar equations were less than 2.5e-5 and 2.0e-3, 
respectively. The mass conservation error is less than 5.0e-8. 
4.5. Initial and Boundary Conditions 
Initial conditions have energy and reaction progress variable set to zero everywhere and 
the fuel mass fraction stoichiometric in accordance with the experiment. The initial 
velocity field is quiescent, with a random perturbation corresponding to 0.1 % of a 
typical velocity of 50 mls measured during the experiment. This perturbation adds a 
degree of randomness which is necessary to allow the development of turbulence. 
With respect to the flow near the solid walls, it exhibits substantially different structures 
than away from them. In this region the large scales which determine the flow 
properties are of the order of the boundary layer thickness and hence typically much 
smaller than in the core of the flow, in particular if the Reynolds number is large like in 
this highly turbulent combustion case. This makes subgrid-scale modelling in the 
vicinity of walls a difficult task. 
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The most natural boundary condition at a wall is the no-slip condition. It requires 
however the scales that carry energy to be resolved down to the wall. Therefore, an 
increase in grid resolution becomes essential and the resulting simulation is in fact a 
hybrid one between an almost DNS near the wall and an LES in the main part of the 
flow. Moreover, if in the vicinity of walls a fme grid is required, an efficient 
discretisation calls for an unstructured method Care has to be taken though, since for 
example a finite volume method that locally splits each cell into a number of smaller 
ones introduces a sudden decrease in the size of the implicit filter by a factor of two at 
least in one direction. This may lead to problems with the SGS modelling. With an 
unstructured grid also, the task of generating a grid that fulfills the needs is still 
essential, in particular with respect to its influence on SGS modelling. 
Therefore, regardless of which method is used to discretise and compute the near wall 
region, the wall resolving approach can result in complexity and computational effort. 
Spalart et al. (1997) stressed that refinement needs to be performed not only in the wall 
normal but also in the streamwise and spanwise directions. 
For higher Re a wall resolving LES is not possible. The way out is to use a near wall 
model that approximates the overall dynamic effects of the streaks on the larger outer 
scales which are resolvable by the LES. The most commonly used models are wall 
functions for bridging a region very close to the wall. Such wall functious are 
classically used in RANS methods. It is a beneficial task to introduce this knowledge in 
the context ofLES. 
The wall function introduced by Wemer and Wengle (\993) is used as a boundary 
condition at the bottom, vertical sides, turbulence generating grid and obstacle. This 
wall function takes the following form: 
(4.1) 
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where 'l"w is the wall shear stress, W is a functional dependence,y is the distance of the 
grid point from the wall and and u is the tangential velocity at y. The function 
employs the 117 power low ofthe wall to determine W. 
Outside the chamber, the grid is extended to ensure non-reflecting pressure waves. In 
order to predict the pressure field within the chamber correctly, the far-field boundary 
conditions are very important. Pressure waves, which are generated within the chamber 
due to compressibility, must be allowed to leave the computational domain without 
reflection. Since the pressure field is dependent on the velocity field, it is the boundary 
conditions applied to the velocity which determine how the pressure behaves at the 
boundaries. A following non-reflecting boundary condition developed by Kirkpatrick 
(2003) is used 
(4.2) 
where s, is the velocity on the boundary, S'_1 is the velocity in the adjacent cell within 
the domain, L1x, is the distance between the two nodes, R, and RH are the distances 
from the two nodes to the centre of the open end of the chamber and s is the speed of 
sound. The boundary is always analogous to the convective boundary condition 
commonly used for LES for incompressible flows. The convective Velocity here is the 
speed of sound, and the amplitude of the velocity wave is reduced in accordance with 
the expected R-3 decay of a spherical wave. 
Although the grid varies in each simulation in this work, a verical slice of the non-
uniform computational grid used in simulation 3D-2 described in section 5.3.4 is shown 
in Fig. 4.5. As shown, the computational domain is extended in the Z direction to 
ensure that pressure waves leave the combustion chamber with no reflection at the far 
end where the far-field boundary condition is applied. 
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Ignition is modelled by setting the reaction progress variable to 0.5 in a 5 mm radius 
semi-circle (2D) or hemisphere (3D) centred on the ignition plate at the base of the 
combustion chamber. 
Grid dependency tests have been carried out and reported extensively in Chapter 5 for 
various simulations. Various uniform and non-uniform grids were employed on purpose 
to test the link between the grid size, filter size and SGS combustion parameters (i.e., 
wrinkling length scale). Grid independence tests, how the filter size interacts with the 
grid size and sensitivity of calculations to both the grid and filter were numerical issues 
for this study. The coming chapter gives details on all those issues. 
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Results and Discussions 
Previous research on RANS for similar types of flow carried out by Patel (2001) 
showed its shortcomings and suggested the use of the LES numerical approach instead 
This chapter includes results and discussions on numerical issues related to the 
simulation of the premixed combustion in the test case previously described in Chapter 
4. This work takes advantage of the progress in computational power to implement 
higher closures to the modelling of the combustion and turbulent physical process 
relevant to practical industrial applications. 
As discussed in Chapter 1, LES has the potential to produce more realistic results for 
highly turbulent premixed reacting flows (park et aI., 2000; Menon, 2000; Hawkes and 
Cant, 2001; Stone and Menon, 2002) under study here. Despite the fact that LES is a 
computationally more expensive as compared to the RANS approach, the continuing 
rapid advancement in computational power is making LES a feasible future engineering 
tool. Nevertheless, three-dimensional LES simulations still take a long time under 
current computational power. This time can be unaffordable when research is carried 
out to examine different numerical issues concerning LES which requires many 
numerical runs. Thus, two-dimensional simulations were initally used to examine the 
basic model formulation as well as physical submodels for both the flow and chemical 
reactions. These were followed by complete three-dimensional calculations. 
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Comparisons were then carried out between the two- and three-dimensional 
simulations. The results from both calculations (i.e. 2D and 3D) are then presented and 
discussed in the last section of this chapter. All simulations are performed using the 
PUFFIN code (Kirkpatrick, 2002), as described in Chapter 4. 
All results presented in this chapter were obtained by using the rate of chemical 
reaction model discribed in Chapter 3. The model is based on the DNS analysis carried 
out by Boger et al (\998) on wrinkled laminar flames. The model has been extensively 
examined in the present work in order to: 
• Show how widely it is applicable under different regimes of turbulent premixed 
combustion. 
• Establish the dependence of the results on different model controlling 
parameters; such as grid resolution, flame wrinkling scale and filter width. 
• Validate the predicted flame and flow parameters againest available 
experimental data. 
To facilitate understanding of the results presented here, a brief discription of the 
reaction rate model used is presented in the following section. 
Extracted from the RANS work of Trouve and Poinsot (1994), the reaction rate term 
within the LES formulation is closed as: 
(5.1) 
where 1: is the flame surface area per unit volume and is formulated as follows 
(equation 3.34): 
1:=4 c(1-c) 
lL. 
(5.2) 
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where I" is newly introduced here and can be viewed as the subgrid flamelet wrinkling 
length scale. It is fonnulated in this research to take the following fonn: 
A 
I" =-fJ 
(5.3) 
This model represents the newly introduced term, subgrid flame wrinkling length scale 
L~ as a function of the filter width A and a wrinkling scale cofficient fJ . 
The scale cofficient fJ according to the DNS work of Boger and coworkers (l998) 
should vary with respect to the filter width, heat release parameter and turbulence level. 
Although the DNS results of Boger et al. (1998) were carried out for cases other than 
those under study here, the analysis is still valid for similar-flow type cases. Thus, 
Boger et al. results are used as a foundation to determine the values of the sub-grid 
scale reaction rate model parameters. 
A value for the flame wrinkling scale cofficient fJ should be selected in order to close 
the subgrid flamelet wrinkling length scale I" term. The filter width A takes a value of 
2.0 mm. Due to the fact that DNS has to describe the smallest scales contained in the 
flow field and to resolve the inner instantaneous structure of the flame front (Poinsot 
and Veynante, 2001), the computational grid Am needed to simulate a flame within a 
DNS context is not bigger than the flame thickness. For the propane/air mixture used 
here, a computational grid size Am should be of the order of the laminar flame thickness 
(0.32 mm in this case). Hence the ratio between the filter size and the computational 
grid size based on Fig. 3.5 takes a value of 6.25. This analysis leads to a value of the 
scale coefficient fJ of 0.5. The resulting subgrid flamelet wrinkling length scale I" is 
4.0 mm. This value is used in all simulations carried out in this work. 
With 2D simulations, a dimension is discarded and hence flow scales become two-
dimensional. Nevertheless, the flow scales are physcially three-dimensional. The 
energy carried in the modelled scales is then less than that carried in the real three-
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dimensional scales. This results in smaller eddies as compared to eddies in three-
dimensional simulations. This means that the subgrid flamelet wrinkling length scale lr. 
becomes smaller with two-dimensional simulations. This consequently would increase 
the reaction rate according to the model formulation as presented in equation (3.21). In 
this research, the subgrid flamelet wrinkling length scale lr. is proposed to be reduced 
by 25% from its corresponding value from full three-dimensional simulations. This 
may be attributed to the smaller eddies resulting from discarding the third dimension as 
discussed above. Accordingly, the subgrid flamelet wrinkling length scale lr. was taken 
to be equal to 3.0 mm with the two-dimensional simulations. 
Section 5.1 concerns with the time step and Courant number effects on the simulations. 
LES of a premixed turbulent reaction is too expensive computationally as it is 
sometimes unaffordable when a wide range of turbulence scales are involved. Due to 
this fact, using the less time consuming calculation parameters is crucial, and thus 
optimising values of time step as well as Courant number becomes a priority. 
Section 5.2 includes calculated results from simulations carried out using the standard 
Smagorinsky model for the flow eddy viscosity. The standard Smagornisky model has 
the advantage of allowing independence of the filter width from other parameters. Tests 
were carried out to examine the effects of filter width, subgrid flamelet wrinkling length 
scale and grid size on results for the flame and flow related parameters. A concluded 
calculation is a consequence of this study and reported at the end of this section. 
Section 5.3 includes results from the LES simulation with the dynamic Germano model 
for the flow eddy viscosity. Grid dependency of the results has been a quest (Pope, 
2004) that is explored here. Thus different calculations with both two- and three-
dimensional grids were carried out. Section 5.3 examines effects of issues related to the 
dynamic Germano model, including the model coefficient averaging and the test filter 
ratio valuation. 
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The last section, section 5.4 includes detailed comparisons between the two- and three-
dimensional calculated results. One aim of this study was to examine the differences 
between the two simulations in terms of the flow and flame related parameters as 
compared with available experimental data. 
5.1. Effects of Courant Number 
In attempt to reduce the computational cost ofLES calculations, a number of numerical 
runs were carried out on a group of calculations using different Courant Number (CFL) 
with limiting maximum time step. Courant number is defined as: 
CFL=~ 
olAt 
(5.4) 
where CFL is the Courant-Freidricks-Levy number, U is the field velocity, (j is the grid 
size (spacing) and LIt is the time step. 
Increasing CFL should result in run CPU time saving. However, results have to remain 
within a sensible range of accuracy when bigger CFL is used. In this study, three 
different runs using different CFL with restricting the maximum time step were 
performed to optimise the selection of the CFL value. In the runs, the maximum time 
step was restricted as per tabulated below in Table 5.1. Details of different CFL values 
and the corresponding time step are presented in Table 5.1. 
Pierce (2001) used values varying between 0.5 - 1 for CFL on his work on large eddy 
simulation of turbulent combustion, while Wang (2005) tested various values for CFL 
in large eddy simulation of turbulent premixed combustion. His CFL values ranged 
from 0.01 to 1.0 and he found 0.2 to give good predictions. Branley and Jones (1997, 
2001) used values of 0.3 and 0.35 for CFL to compute a non-premixed flame within a 
large eddy simulation context. 
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Run 
Run 1 
Run 2 
Run 3 
Table 5.1 
Results and Discussions 
Maximum allowed time 
CFL 
step (second) 
0.3 5E-4 
0.5 3E-4 
0.5 5E-4 
Details of different CFL value and the corresponding time step 
used with the dynamic Germano model for the flow eddy 
viscosity. 
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The three computational runs listed above in Table 5.1 use the same two-dimensional 
unifonn grid and employed the dynamic Germano model for eddy viscosity. The grid 
used here is relatively coarse (3.49 mm x 3.82 mm (y, z)) which leads to poor 
correlations with the experimental data. Examining the effects of CFL on the solution 
is, however, still valid as all runs have used the same grid resolution. 
Despite the fact that the results from 'run 2' has the lowest 'maximum allowed time 
step', the results of ' run I' are expected to be the most accurate simulation because it has 
the lowest CFL. Fig. 5.1 shows the pressure-time history and the flame travel versus 
time for the three different runs. The results of 'run I' appear to produce a slightly 
closer predictions to the experiment for both the overpressure generated out of the 
reaction as well as the flame travel timing. It was concluded therefore that the CFL has 
more influence than the 'maximum allowed time step'. However, a small difference 
between the results of 'run I' and 'run 2' is observed as shown in the figure. 
The reaction energy recovered in 'run 2' is pretty much the same as that of 'run I'. 
When a coarser time step is used as in 'run 3', less energy is recovered and bigger 
deviation in peak pressure and travel time is observed. Although 'run I' produced better 
results, 'run 2' is still producing acceptable values for for the flow parameters. More 
importantly, its higher CFL with lower 'maximum allowed time step' results in a larger 
time saving. The conclusion here is that enlarging CFL can be acceptable when a 
smaller limit for the maximum allowable time step is used. Thus time parameters used 
in 'run 2' are used in the following simulations. 
It is noteworthy that the outcome solution of the simulation is not accurate when 
resolved in space only. It is yet to be solved properly in time, the role of the CFL. This 
is the conclusion from investigating the effect of different CFL above. 
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CFL values listed in Table 5.1. 
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5.2. Standard Smagorinsky Model Results 
Modelling turbulent premixed combustion using LES is a challenging task. Modelling 
parameters have inter-related effects on the simulation results. Understanding such 
effects leads to a more realistic outcome from the simulation process. The reaction is 
the physical phenomena that makes the simulation a difficult task. The aim of this 
research is to understand the role of different parameters on the reaction rate model and 
therefore on the simulation. To understand the effects of each parameter, it has to be 
decoupled from other controlling parameters (such as grid size, filter size and subgrid 
flamelet wrinkling length scale). 
Choosing a suitable filter size A is an important issue in the LES approach as it 
determines how much of the energy is to be resolved and how much is to be modelled. 
Therefore, different filter widths should be tested. As was explained in Chapter 3, the 
dynaruic Germano model has its coefficient and a filter width calculated from the 
instantaneous local flow conditions, which means that assuming different values for the 
filter width here is not an issue. Thus the standard Smagorinsky model is chosen for 
this study because it allows independency for the filter width from other parameters, 
such as grid size. The Standard Srnagorinsky model for the eddy viscosity has the 
advantage of reducing the computational running time. Further modelling investigations 
will then follow with the employment of the dynamic Germano model based on the 
information and relatious concluded from the standard Srnagorniusky runs. 
An aim of this research is to provide a good numerical representation of the 
experimental case under study here. Therefore testing different grid size is essential. 
This should give an order of magnitude estimate of the reasonable grid size for LES of 
a turbulent premixed combustion. 
With regards to the reaction rate, the model used in this study is shown in equations 
(3.32) and (5.2). In the model, the subgrid flamelet wrinkling length scale {.L. is a 
parameter that completes the numerical determinations for the reaction rate term. The 
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physical introduction of the subgrid flamelet wrinkling length scale I.,; defines the level 
of flame wrinkling within the sas and thus it is assumed here to take a constant value 
and not to be calculated from equation 5.2 in order to eliminate any grid or filter size 
dependency. However, different runs with different subgrid flamelet wrinkling length 
scale I.,; values are carried out to study the effect of varying subgrid flamelet wrinkling 
length scale I.,; on the simulations. 
The following series of runs are carried out using the standard Smagorinsky model. The 
aim was to provide better understanding the effects of the subgrid flamelet wrinkling 
length scale I.,;, the filter width 1'1 and the grid size (5. The standards Smagorinsky model 
for the flow eddy viscosity allows the examination of these terms independently, and 
thus it is used in the following sections. 
Three different computational grids were employed in the runs described throughout 
sections 5.2.1 to 5.2.4. The computational grids are two-dimensional distributed 
unifonnly throughout the computational domain of the combustion chamber. Fig. 5.2. 
shows the three computational grids in (y, z) plane. The three grid sizes are 3.5 mm x 
3.5 mm, 2.1 mm x 2.1 mm and 1.1 mm x l.l mm, respectively. The computational grid 
(a) is employed in the numerical run named 'SI'. The computational grid (b) is 
employed in the numerical runs named 'S2' and 'S4' to 'SS', while the computational 
grid (c) is employed in the numerical runs named 'S9' to 'S12'. The computational grid 
goes from coarse to medium to fine mesh in grids (a), (b) and (c), respectively. 
5.2.1. Effects of Grid Size 
Grid dependency of LES results is an issue that deserves examination especially with 
tubulent premixed flames. Difficulty in simulating turbulent premixed flames comes 
from the fact that a grid size (5 is usually bigger than the flame thickness 01 eynante and 
Poinsot, 1997 ; Hawkes and Cant, 2001). This fact makes simulating the flame front 
difficult, and thus attention should be give in selecting the grid size (5 which is adequate 
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to give good predictions. There is uncertainity on whether or not a grid independent 
solution can be reached here without transforming the grid to a DNS grid, under the 
current computational available power. The filter width A should interrelate with the 
grid size 0 to produce a solution that can be accpetable. Neverthless, the solution can 
still be grid dependent. Thus, studying the performance of the model, when the grid size 
o changes, gives an expectation on what numerical grid would produce an acceptable 
solution. It also shows how the results would change with a different grid arrangement. 
The following computational runs, namely, SI, S2 and S3 as shown in Table 5.2 are 
used to study the effects of changing the grid size 0, keeping the subgrid flamelet 
wrinkling length scale 1-;:. and the filter width A constant. 
Fig. 5.3 shows the pressure-time history and the flame travel distance at different times 
after ignition from the three computational runs listed in Table 5.2. As shown, 
minimizing the grid size results in a slower flame. Refining the grid size allows more 
capturing of the flow energy. This is what causes a slower flame as it takes more time 
for the establishment ofthe flame at the early stages of flame propagation, then the flow 
is characterised by small eddy scales and hence a very low level of flame wrinkling. 
In contrary, the peak pressure is seen to be maximum with the coarse grid run. This is 
because using a coarse grid causes a loss of local flow energy, and produces a thickened 
flame front (i.e. reaction zone). This means that there is more flow to bum causing a 
higher peak pressure. 
Fig. 5.4 shows the flame structure as obtained from the three runs, listed in Table 5.2. at 
two different times after ignition, namely at 15 and I8ms after the start of ignition. The 
flame structure is represented here in terms of the reaction rate. The simulated flame 
from the three runs SI, S2 and S3 can be seen to have a thin and wrinkled structure 
which is a characteristic of the LFM assumption made in this study. This supports the 
use of the laminar flamelet combustion model. At 15 ms, the flame is jetting from the 
turbulence generating grid in run'S I' when it is still at early stages of flame propagation 
in runs 'S2' and 'S3'. The same scenario is repeated at 18 ms when the flame of'S l' run 
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has just passed the obstruction and is beginning to reconnect, while it is still jetting 
from the turbulence generating grid for '82' run and is still in its quasi-Iaminar phase for 
'S3' run. 
Run 
81 
82 
83 
Table 5.2 
o (mm) ly; (mm) A (mm) 
3.5 3.5 5.5 
2.1 3.5 5.5 
1.1 3.5 5.5 
Details of different grid size used with the standard Samgorinsky 
mode\. 
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Fig. 5.5 shows snapshots of the simulated fl ame shape taken at times that correspond to 
approximately a similar fl ame travel distance in each run. As can be seen the coarser 
the grid the faster the flame as explained earlier in this section. Althougb the predicted 
fl ame is thin in the three runs, it is even thinner when refining the grid. Higher peak 
pressure obtained from run 'S I' may be attributed to inaccurate capturing of the flow 
energy as discussed earlier. The snapshots support the explaination that the fl ame is 
artificially thickened due to the use of a coarse grid in 'S I '. The grid used in 'S2' has 
improved the fl ame structure by predicting a thinner flame and it caused delay in 
combustion timing as compared with'S 1 '. The same scenario is repeated when 
comparing 'S3' with 'S2'. 
Fig. 5.6 shows the corresponding flow eddy viscosity contours to the flame images in 
Fig. 5.5 for the three runs. In general, the eddy viscos ity values increase when the flame 
progresses through the combustion chamber. At the early stages when the flame is 
passing through tbe turbulence generati ng grid (top row images), eddy viscosity has 
lower values than those obtained at later times when the fl ame has just passed the 
obstruction and is recollnecting (second row images) downstream from the obstruction. 
TIlis is due to the existance of a quasi-laminar flo w region as opposed to a fully 
turbulent one. 
With respect to the grid size, it was fOlmd that eddy viscosity takes higher values when 
a coarse grid is used as shown in Fig. 5.6. This can be attributed to the formation of an 
artificial fl ame thickness mentioned earlier. This is due to numerica l errors which are 
caused by usillg the coarse grid. As explai ned in thi s section earli er, the coarse grid 
does not see details of the fl ame and hence the flow sca les. As a consequence of this, 
the flame would be seen thicker than it should be resulting in a slower dissipation. 
While the reaction rate is of tbe same order of magnitude with the different grid s izes as 
shown in Fig. 5.4 and Fig. 5.5, the eddy viscosity order of magni tude changes as seen in 
Fig. 5.6. An important conclusion can be drawn here: that challging the grid size wbilst 
keeping tbe subgrid flamelet wrinkling length scale ,[. and the filter width fj. constants 
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has a direct effect on the eddy viscosity but not on the overall reaction rate level. Thus 
turbulent difILlsion is linked directly to the grid size whi le the reaction is not. This 
conclusion is understood as the diffusion fomulations have some strain ternlS that use 
the grid size, which are not included in the reaction rate formulations. 
It is useful to summarise the above discussions as following: 
• The finer the grid, the slower the flame. This is attributed to the longer rime 
taken to establish the flame due to capturing more energy. 
• The coarser the grid, the more thickened the flame becomes. This is artificial 
thickening due to numerical errors. 
• The coarser the grid, the higher the peak pressure. This is due to the artificial 
flame thickening. 
• The coarser the grid, the higher the eddy viscosity. TIlis is attributed to lower 
dissipation due to artificial flame thickening. 
• Eddy viscosity values increase when the flame progresses throughout the 
chamber. This is due to the presence of the quasi-Iaminar region in the early 
propagation. 
• The grid size has a direct effect on the eddy viscosity rather than on the reaction 
rate. 
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5.2.2. Effects of the SGS Flamelet Wrinkling Length Scale lE 
The SGS flamelet wrinkling length scale is expected to have a direct influence on the 
reaction rate term as shown in equation 5.2. Thus this scale requires careful attention in 
its eva luation. Values from previous RANS simulations of the fl amelet wrinkling 
length scale of a similar configuration (Patel, 200 I ) range between 1.0 mm to 10.0 mm 
according to the local fl ame and flow conditions. 
The fo llowing group of numerical test cases, shown in Table 5.3 were aimed at 
examining the effects of changing tbe subgrid flamelet wrinkling length scale lE' while 
keeping the grid size 1) and the filter widtb t:. constants. The runs were all ca lTi ed out by 
using the Smagorinsky eddy viscosity model as this model facilitate the sttldy of the 
effect of the flame wrinkling length scale independetly from the grid size and the fi lter 
width. 
Run 
S4 
S2 
SS 
Table 5.3 
o (mm) lE (mm) A (mm) 
2.1 5.5 5.5 
2. 1 3.5 5.5 
2.1 2.1 5.5 
Details of different SGS flamelet wrinkling length scale used with 
standard Samgorinsky model. 
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Fig. 5.7 sbows the pressure-time hi story as well as the flame travel distance at different 
times after ignition. Tbe second calculation (run S2) in this seri es is the same (run S2) 
in tbe previous series shown in Table 5.2. As shown in Fig. 5.7, decreasing the subgrid 
flamelet wrinkling length sca le 1-;; increases tbe peak pressure and causes a faster fl ame 
propagation. Tbis can be attributed to the increase in the subgrid-scale flame surface 
density, as expressed by equation 5.2 and cnnsequently in the reaction rate as expressed 
by equation 5.1. Smaller va lues for the subgrid fl amelet wrink ling length sca le 1-;; 
means more flame wri nkling and hence a higher subgrid-scale fl ame surface density. 
Higher reaction rate causes in tum a higher peak pressure shown in Fig.5.7 when 
comparing 'SS' with 'S2' with 'S4'. The amount of energy recovered in these runs 
varies fro m over- to low-estimated due to the direct effect on the reaction rate. Contrary 
to the tests presented in the previous section, the change in the flame speed and 
overpressure is caused by the direct change in the reaction rate and not tbe flow eddy 
viscosity in tbis case. 
Fig. 5.8 shows two snapshots of the flame structure fo r rtm 'S4'. Flame images are 
represented in terms of contours of tbe reaction rate in kg/so Tmages are taken at 30 ms 
after ignition when the flame is jetting from tbe turbulence generating grid and at 37 ms 
when it is recOlmecting after pass ing the solid obstruction. TI,e flame is found to bave a 
thin reaction zone, wrinkled and distorted whicb supports tbe use of the laminar 
fl amelet concept. Maximum values of the reaction rate increase fro m 100 kg/s to 150 
kg/s to 260 kg/s in rtms 'S4 ', 'S2' and 'SS' respectively. This justifies the earlier 
interpretation for tbe higber pressure and fl ame speed. 
Tbe following is a summary of the effects of the subgrid flamelet wrinkli ng length scale 
1-;; on simulations: 
• The smaller the subgrid flame let wrinkling lengtil scale 1-;; , the higher tbe peak 
pressure. This is attributed to the more flame wrinkling and hence a higher 
subgrid-scale fl ame snrface density. 
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• The smaller the subgrid fl amelet wrinkling length scale lE' the faster the fl ame. 
This is due to the higher reaction rate caused by the high wrinkling. 
• The subgrid fl ame let wrinkling length scale lE has a di rect effect on the subgrid 
scale reaction rate and not on the subgrid scale eddy viscosity. 
5.2.3. Effects of the Filter Width 
The fil ter width ~ is a parameter that acts as a limit on how much energy is to be 
resolved and how much is to be modelled. Thi s is difficult to detennine from the 
calculations but its effect can be obtained. As explai ned earlier, a carefu l selection of 
the grid size &, the subgrid fla melet wrinkling length scale lE and ti lter w idth ~ fonns 
reasonable predicted results with the LES technique. 
A number of numerical Ilms, as listed in Table 5.4, have been carried out to examine 
the effects of different fi lter width ~ values on the ca lculated parameters. Fo r all runs 
listed in Table 5.4, the subgrid fl amelet wrinkling length scale lE and the grid size were 
kept constants . 
Fig. 5.9 shows the pressure-time history as well as the fl ame travel distance fro m the 
ignition end at different times after igni tion. As shown, decreasing the value of the fi lter 
width ~ increases the peak pressure value. Peak pressure occurs at the same time fo r 
runs 'S7' and 'S8', while a very small difference was observed on the peak pressure 
timing fo r 'S6'. No remarkab le change in the fl ame speed is observed between tbe three 
di fferent IlIllS. Minimis ing the fil ter width means more flow scales are reso lved and less 
are modelled. Resolving more flow scales results in more accurate energy recovery, and 
consequently a higber peak pressure. It is worth noting that the peak pressure increases 
by about 13% between every two consecutive Ilms due to minimising the filter width ~. 
The change in the peak pressure is small compared to the change in the fil ter width ~. 
This means that even with the coarser fi lter width ~ (5.5 mm), most of energy is 
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recovered denoting the fact that the combustion model works properly in dissipating 
energy to subgrid scales. It is just a matter of accuracy to employ a smaller filter width 
fj.. 
Run 
S6 
S7 
SS 
Table 5.4 
Ii (mm) I~ (mm) /1 (mm) 
2.1 2.1 5.5 
2. 1 2.1 3.5 
2.1 2. 1 2.1 
Details of different fdter width used with standard Samgorinsky 
model runs : S6, S7 and S8. 
Fig. 5.10 shows snapshots of the flame structure, represented here in terms of tbe 
reaction rate contours. As shown, the reaction rate of the different three runs are of the 
same order of magnitude. This can be attributed to the fact that the filter width has a 
direct effect on the flow fie ld and not on tbe reaction rate. This is due to the absence of 
the filter width fj. from the reaction rate formulations (equations 5. 1 and 5.2). Yet the 
subgrid flamelet wrinkling length scale 'E appears, while tbe variation of the filter 
width fj. has no effect on it according to the model. 
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A small delay was observed when using finer filter width 6 in nms 'S?' and 'SS' as 
compared with nlll ·S6 '. This is as has just been discussed due to resolving more energy 
when smaller filter widths are used. And thus smaller filter widths cause a little slower 
fl ame travel in order to combus t all the sca les in touch with tbe higher wrinkled fl ame. 
The following points slllllmarise the discussion above on the effect of the fi lter width 6 
on simulations: 
• The smaller the filter width 6, the hi gher the peak pressure. This is attributed to 
more combustion energy recovery due to so lving more sca les than mode lling. 
• The smaller the filter width 6 , the slower the fl ame. This is due to the more time 
taken to combust more scales. 
• Refining the filter width does not have a primary effect on simulati on outputs. 
However, using small values for the filter width 6 places re li ance on so lving 
more than modelling. 
5.2.4. Optimum Selection of the LES Model Parameters 
An aim of th is study is to represent the selected experimental test ca e numerica lly 
using the LES technique. Careful selection of the subgrid fl amelet wrinkling length 
scale Ir. ' fi lter width 6 and grid size 8 should give proper representation of the test case 
considered here. Values of such parameters result from the ex tens ive studies of secti ons 
5.2. 1 to 5.2.3. All the previous nms as well as these discussed here are performed on a 
two-dimensional grid and employ the standard Smagorinsky model fo r eddy viscosity. 
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The criteria is to get an accurate physica l large eddy simulation. Physical large eddy 
simulation is a teml describing the s imulation which has sufficient scales resolved. The 
re idual scales which are to be modelled are less important. In physical large eddy 
simulation , the residual scales shou ld not y ield physical misrepresentations. However 
those residual stresses yield numerical solution. Nevertheless, if the filter width is well 
selected, less reliance on the numerical solution is to take place and the term 'physical 
LES ' still dominates. 
Pope (2004) has distinguished between pure physical and physical large eddy 
simulation. He defined pure physical large eddy simulation to be the large eddy 
simulation performed with explicit models for the effects of residual motions and 
negligible numerical errors, whereas in phys ica l large eddy simulation some numerical 
errors may be present. 
The optimal value for the filter width t;. is critical in detemlining how physical the 
simulation is. Large values of t;./ /j cprrespond to excellent numerical accuracy, whereas 
a smaller value corresponds to resolving a greater range of turbulence motions, but with 
less numerical accuracy (Pope, 2004). 
In order to achieve the optimal value, the finest grid used in the previous runs ( /j = 
1. 1 mm) will be employed in the following tests. This determines the level of numerical 
accuracy resolved in the simulations. Needless to say that using a fine mesh makes an 
expensive large eddy simulation. 
This test includes a group of runs listed in Table 5.5, aiming to choose optimum values 
for the subgrid flamelet wrinkling length scale IT. as well as the filter width. 
As discussed in the prevIOus section 5.2.3 and shown in Fig. 5.9, no remarkab le 
difference is noticed between using a filter width t;. value of 3.5 mm and 2. 1 mm in 
ruLlS 'S7' and 'S8', respectively. Therefore a value of 3.5 mm for the filter width t;. is 
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used in the following group of numerical runs to detem1ine optimum values for the 
subgrid fl amelet wrinkling length scale 1,£ , 
Run 
S9 
SIO 
SI J 
Table S.S 
1i (mm) 1'1'. (mm) A (mm) 
1.1 3.5 3.5 
1.1 2.1 3.5 
1.1 1.1 3.5 
Detai ls of different runs carried out with different subgrid 
flamelet wrink ling length scale, all with the standard 
Samgorinsky model. 
Figure 5.1 I shows the pressure-time history as well as the flame travel with respect to 
time after ignition. As concluded from earl ier runs (section 5.2.1 .), the minimum the 
grid size the slower the flame. 11ms using a small value of 1. 1 mm for tbe grid ize 0 
shifts all numerical results towards the experimenta l data, i.e., slower fl ame as shown in 
Fig. 5.9. 
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As concluded from the numeri cal tests on the effects different filter width Cl. test 
(section 5.2.3.), tbe smaller the filter width Cl. the more energy capturing. TIlUS using the 
medium filter width Cl. value of 3.5 mm produces better results as compared with 
experimental data with higher fi Iter width value. 
As shown in Fig. 5.11 , better comparisons with the experiment is obtained with run 
'S9 ' which uses subgrid flamelet wrinkling length scale 1'[. of 3.5 mm value. Using 
smaller values for the subgrid tlamelet wrinkling length scale 1'[. as in runs'S I 0' and 
'S 11' increases the subgrid-scale fl ame surface density and consequently increases the 
reaction rate. This results in more reaction and overestimates the peak pressure va lue. 
The run 'S9 ' is the c losest s imulati on in this study to the experiment. Its parameters are 
taken as optimal, and they are summarised in Table 5.6. 
Fig. 5. 12 shows the pressure-time history as well as fl ame travel with respect to time 
after ignition of the optimal run 'S9' as compared with the experiment. Estimated peak 
pressure deviates by about 25% from the experiment. 
Fig. 5.1 3 shows snapshots of the fl ame structure, represented in temlS o f reaction rate 
contours. Images are taken at 27 ms a fter ignition when the fl ame is jetting from the 
turbulence generating grid and at 35 ms when it is reconnecting after passing the sol id 
obstruction. Values for the reaction rate match with previous published ones of Patel 
(200 I). Opti mal va lues used in run 'S9' results in excellent predictions of recirculation, 
pressure, fl ame speead and reaction rate. 
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Optimal Value 
Table 5.6 
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I) (mm) lE (mm) A(mm) 
1.1 3.5 3.5 
Details of optimal parameters used iu nll) ' S9' . The standard 
Samgorinsky model is employed in thi s run . 
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Optimal parameters values are tabulated in Table 5.6. 
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5.3. Results from the SGS Dynamic Model for Flow Viscosity 
The advantage of the SGS eddy viscos ity dynamic model as previously discussed in 
Chapter 3 is that the eddy viscosity model coefficient is determined from the local fl ow 
conditions. Therefore it adj usts itseif without the need for using a pre-assumed constant 
value. Two numerical aspects need to be studied before choosing the grid size which 
makes good simulati on with the eddy viscosity model. One concerns the averaging of 
the eddy viscosity model coefficient. TIle other concerns the test filter ratio. 
5.3.1. Selection ofthe SGS Eddy Viscosity Coefficient Averaging 
When the dynamic determination is used for the model coefficient, C, in LES, the 
model coefficient value tends to fluctuate with respect to space and time which causes 
numerical instab ilities. The model coefficient is usually averaged in the direction where 
tbe changes in the flow characteristics are believed not to be major (i.e. , the flow is 
thought to be homogeneous in that direction). Related discussions on model coefficient 
averaging are given by Ghosal et al. (1995) and Carati and Eijnden ( 1997). 
Tbe direction that can be claimed to have less importance here is the x-d irection (Fig. 
4.1 ). The model is tested twice; with and without averaging. Fig. 5.14 shows a 
comparison of the predicted overpressure and fl ame travel for the two simulations as 
compared wi th the experimental resul ts. Compari son between tbe two predictions is 
what is looked at here, as the grid chosen does not give good prediction yet as 
compared to the experiment. 
Although a small difference between the two overpressure predictions and almost no 
difference between the fl ame travel with respet to time is observed, using an averaged 
model coefficient is not justified. The flow under study here is fu lly turbulent in all 
tbree directions. Thus, using a non-averaged model coefficient is more realistic and it is 
the option that is used in the following simulations. 
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5.3.2. Selection of the Test Filter Ratio 
The test filter ratio (equation 3 .1 4) is another numerical issue with the LES technique, 
and is examined in the present work. Two di fferent test fi lter ratios are tested to 
simulate the case under sttldy. One of the ratios is that suggested by Germano et al. 
( 199 1) for ttlrbulent cbannel flow which takes the value of 2.0, accepted as the standard 
value, whi le the other one is extracted fro m the finite difference formulation of Shah 
( 1998) which takes the value of 1.3. A si mulation using the Germano et al. ( 199 1) 
suggested value is used here as compared to tbe simulation performed using Shah finite 
difference formulation va lue. 
Fig. 5.1 5 shows a comparison of the predicted overpressure and flame travel fo r the two 
simulations as compared with experimental data. As shown, more reali stic overpressure 
trend is predicted using the Germano's value. Simulation usi ng the Shah's va lue 
underestimates the overpressure and fl atten s its peak. Tbis indicates an energy loss 
using the Shah fi nite difference value. Although the predicted flame travel using the 
Shah's value is almost the same as that predicted using Gennano's value, its 
overpressure profi le deviates from the experimental one. Gennano's suggested test filter 
ratio value has been used for the results presented in the following sections. 
5.3.3. Grid Dependency Tests 
Testing grid independency is affordable with respect to tbe available computational 
power, when two-dimensional simulations are carried out. TIle grid size effect on LES 
simulation has been always a diffi cult quest discussed in many literature articles such as 
the recent work of Pope (2004). In this section, different runs employing the dynamic 
Gemlano eddy viscosity model are carried out to reach an acceptable two-dimensional 
simulation for the case under study here. Because the simulation bas ultimately to be 
three-dimensional, a comparison between the affordab le two-dimensional simulation 
and the expensive three-dimensional one is presented and discussed in the last section 
oftbis chapter. 
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Figure 5.15 Pressure-time history and flame travel-time of two dynamic Germano 
model runs. The test filter ratio is extracted from Shah's finitie 
difference formulation ( 1998) in one of them, whi le the other uses 
Germano et a1. suggested value (199 1). 
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As explained in the earliest part of this chapter, the optimum value for the sub grid 
fl amelet wrinkling length scale l-r. will take tbe value of 3.0 mm. Four different mns 
named ' 01 ', ' 02 ', 03 ' and ' 04 ' are performed here using different two-dimensional 
uniform grid sizes as shown in Table 5.7. The Grid Reduction Ratio (GRR) between the 
different runs is chosen to be around 30% in order to perform a few runs with various 
grid sizes ranging from 2.5mm to 1.1 mm grid size I. 
Resolution of the grids employed in the nllls 01 , 02, 03 and 04, goes from coarse to 
fine throughout the numerical mns gradually as illustrated in Table 5.7. 
Run 
DJ 
D2 
D3 
D4 
Table 5.7 
Grid Reduction 
y-direction (mm) z-direction (mm) Ratio (GRR) Relative to Previous 
Run 
2.5 2.5 
1.86 1.86 34% 
1.43 1.43 30% 
1.1 1.1 30% 
Descriptions of a unifoml grid mos '01', '02', '03' and '04', 
using dYllamic Germa no model. 
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Fig. 5.16 shows pressure-time history as well as fl ame travel distance with respect to 
time after ignition for the runs tabulated in Table 5.7. Grid refinement here leads to a 
s lowing down of the fl ame in the quasi-Iaminar region (from the ignition point to the 
turbulence generating grid) which in tum shifts the peak pressure to a larger time L\.t. 
The wrong prediction of the quasi-Iaminar region in '01', '0 2' and 'D3' causes wrong 
prediction o f the downstream regions. Nevertheless the quasi-Iaminar region is 
s imulated in run ' D4 ' correctly. Thus a grid size of 1. 1 mm is set for the quas i-Iaminar 
region in the following set of runs (05, D6 and 0 7). 
More realisticall y, the duration of the quasi-Iaminar region should be fi xed during the 
refinement process to give the right travel in tbi s phase and to prevent the quasi- Iaminar 
s imulation fro m affecting the turbulent region. Thus other runs using a grid size of 
1.1 mm in tlle y-direction of the entire domain and in the z-direction of the quasi-
laminar region are performed. Careful attention may be given when choosing the grid 
size variation within the same run . This is because in finite voltmle methods, sudden 
decrease in the grid size results in a sudden decrease in the filter width , which may then 
lead to problems wi th the sub grid-scale modelling. Description of the z-direction grid 
size for these runs ' 0 5', ' 0 6' and ' D7' are listed in Table 5.8. 
The grid is non-uniform and subdivided into the following three sections in line with 
the experimenta l observations (see section 4 .3 and Fig. 3.4): 
• The quas i-laminar region extending from zero to 150mm downstream. [n thi s 
region, the fl ow requires a special treatment. TIle cell width is therefore, kept 
constant at 0= 1.1 mm for a ll cases described above such that the fl ame front 
reaches tlle turbulence generating grid at about the same time. 
• The turbulent region where the fl ame propagates past the obstacles and 
reconnects where tbe trapped mi xture is subsequently burned. This region 
extends from 150mm to 500mm. 
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• Blow-down regIons and 2 where the fl ame osc illates and pushes the burnt 
mixnlre outside the chamber. These regions extend from 500mm to the end of 
the domai n. 
Run 
05 
06 
07 
Table 5.8 
0-\50mm \50-500mm 500-700mm 700-860mm 
1. 1 1.32 1.59 1.9 
1.1 1.2 1 1.33 1.46 
1. 1 1.1 1.2 1 1.33 
Description of non-uniform grid runs '0 5', '06' and '07', us ing 
dynamic Germano model where the quasi-Iaminar region is 
fixed. 
Fig. 5.17 shows pressure-time history as well as flame travel with respect to time after 
ignition for the mns tabulated in Tab le 5.8. As shown, the quasi-Iaminar region IS 
treated properly in ternlS of pressure and flame travel, while an unclear trend IS 
observed when refin ing causing lower peak pressure in nUl '0 7'. This problem IS 
thought to be attributed to the incompatab ili ty of the numerical cells around the 
turbulence generating grid with the grid itself. 
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Therefore similar runs are carried out but with higher grid resolution around the 
turbulence generating grid on I mm grid size. It is worth noting that us ing I mm does 
not make a big difference in simulating the quasi-Iaminar region. However it reso lves 
more of the fl ow details arowld the turbulence generating grid properly when the quasi-
laminar region is extended to 152 mm. Description of the z-direction grid size for these 
runs ' D8' , ' D9' , ' DID' , ' DII ' and ' DI 2' is listed in Table 5.9. 
As illus trated in Tab le 5.9, the computationa l grid for each run is two-dimensional non-
uni form, getting coarser as the fl ame travels throughout the combustion chamber. The 
computational grid is going from the coarse one in ' D8' to the most fine one in ' D 12' 
gradually. Nevertheless, the quasi-Iaminar region is kept constant among the runs. 
Fig. 5.18 shows pressure-time history as well as flame travel with respect to time a fter 
ignition for the runs tabulated in Table 5.9. All TWlS produced good predictions for 
quasi-Iaminar phase. As shown, the peak pressure is almost the same although the 
elapsed time for the peak pressure to occur gets larger with refinement. Thus, a slower 
fl ame is an outcome of refining the grid reso lution. It is worth noting that the time lag 
resul ting from the grid refinement is of very little value and results can be acceptable 
within its range. The reaction rate model then works very well under a wide affordable 
range of grid size. However, in order to simulate a premi xed fl ame accurately withi n an 
LES context, a grid size of the order of the laminar fl ame thickness (- D.3mm) IS 
thought to be needed, which is highly demanding of current computer resources. 
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Run 
08 
09 
010 
011 
012 
Table S.9 
Results alld Discussiolls 
0-IS20101 IS2-S000101 SOO-7000101 700-8600101 
I 1.5 2.25 3.33 
I 1.4 1.96 2.75 
I 1.3 1.69 2.197 
I 1.2 1.44 1.72 
I 1.1 1.21 1.33 
Description of non-uniform grid runs 'D8', 'D9', 'D I 0', D 11 ' and 
'DI2', using dynamic Germano model where tumulence 
generating grid solution is employed here. 
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Figure 5.16 Pressure-time history and fl ame travel-time of the uni fo rm grid dynamic 
Gennano model mns listed in Table 5.7. 
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Figu re 5.17 Pressure-time history and fl ame travel-time of the non-uniform grid 
dynamic Germano model runs listed in Table 5.8. 
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Figure 5. 18 Pressure-time bistory and flame travel-time of the non-uni form grid 
dynamic Gennano model runs listed in Table 5.9. 
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5.3.4. Three Dimensional Simulations 
The large eddy simulation is a three-dimensional numerical technique by definition. 
This is because eddies, whether those containing the major part of energy or those 
havi ng less importance, are three-dimensiona l cales . TIle formulation of the SGS 
reaction rate model has a parameter that determines fl ame wrinkling subgrid, I~ . This 
parameter is valuated according to the ONS analys is of Boger et al. ( 1998), whi ch was 
explained earlier in the introduction part of this chapter. When simulati ng a two-
dimensional version of a case, the subgrid fl amelet wrinkling length scale lE is to be 
cut by 25% as explained. 
The subgrid-scale reaction rate model, detailed in Cbapter 3 and taken the from (5.2), is 
used here. TIle value of the subgrid flamelet wrinkling length sca le lE is taken equal to 
4.0 mm as discussed in the earli est part of th is chapter. Three-dimensional simulations 
are too expensive with respect to current computational power. Forttmately, the 
numeri cal grid needed to perfoml three-dimensional calculation is thought to be coarser 
than that of two-dimensional calculation (lbrahim et aI. , 2003). This is attributed to 
larger eddies contained in tbe three-dimensional acttlal flow field. 
Table 5. 10 shows a description of the non-uniform z-direction grid used for two runs 
named '3 D-I' and '30-2". With regards to the grid resolution in x and y directions, a 
size of2.2 mm is given to the cell in each direction for run '3D-I ', and of2.0 mm for 
run '30-2'. 
As illustrated in Table 5.10, the computational grids used for botb numerical runs 
named '3D-I ' and '30-2' are quite similar. No large difference in the grid is made in 
the early regions, however a large difference in s ize in noticable in later regions. The 
computational grids in these two numeri cal runs treat the region around the turbulence 
generating grid properly. 
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Run 0-148mm 148-IS2mm IS2-S00mm SOO-700mm 700-860mm 
30-1 2.2 
30-2 2.0 
Table S.10 
1.0 2.4 2.63 3.14 
1.0 2.2 2.44 2.66 
Description of the grid of two 3D runs using the dynamic 
Germano model. The grid described here is the non-IUli fonn z-
direction grid. 
Fig. 5. I 9 shows the pressure-time history as we)) as fl ame travel with respect to time 
after ignition. Both runs have simila r pressure traces. However a slower fl ame resul ts 
when a finer grid is used, which is attributed to the time needed in so lving more fl ow 
scales. Both runs have predicted the quas i-Iaminar region properly. TIlis means that 
using a 2 mm grid for this region does not really make a large difference from using a 
2.2 mm one. Unfortunately, using a finer grid is not possible with the current 
computational power ava ilab le. However, the order of magnitude of the grid used above 
is more than adequate to capture the flow field . 
Fig. 5.20 shows a snapshot of fl ame-flow interaction for 3D-2 taken at 34 ms. This is 
the time when the fl ame is recollnecting again after it passes the obstruction. Contours 
of reaction rate represent the flame, while flow is viewed in the mean of flow velocity 
vectors. Flow is modified as a resu lt of the pressure waves produced by reacti on. 
Reaction brings high density variation due to a large variance in temperature before and 
after ignition. It is the thin region that contains the fl ame which represents this large 
density variation. The concept of laminar flamelets views the turbulent premixed flame 
as ensembles of small segments of fl ames that behave in a laminar fashion. The 
snapshot supports the laminar flamelet nature of this case. The figure shows that the 
laminar fl amelets follow the flow field, the way the laminar fl ame behaves. Then the 
use of the sub-grid scale laminar tlamelet reaction rate model is well justifi ed here. 
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Figure 5.19 Pressure-time history and flame travel-time of the 3D non-uni form grid 
dynamic Germao model runs I isted in Table 5. 10. 
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Figure 5.20 Snapshot of flame-flow interaction at 34 ms after ignition for 3D-2 
simulation. Colour contours represent the flame in terms of reaction rate. 
Flow field is plotted as vectors which represent flow velocities. 
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5.4. Two versus Three-dimensional Simulations 
One of the major controversies about the use of Large Eddy Simulation (LES) for 
turbulent reacting flows concems the validi ty of two-dimensional (20 ) calculations as 
opposed to the more time consuming but more relevant three-dimensional (3~) 
calculations. It is conceivab le that, for a certa in class of problems, two-d imensional 
LES is adequate ( Proctor, 19898 ; Thibaut and Candel, 1998 ; Furby and Lofstrom, 
1994) and this may well be the case for axisymmetric flows which may even involve 
recircu lation. However, generalisation here is extremely dangerous since practical flow 
configurations lack symmetry and include complex boundary conditions. 
Understanding the issues that necessitate the use of 20 versus 3D LES is seen to be 
important given the huge savings that wou ld be achieved if 20 LES is deemed to be 
adequate. The objective of this section is to make comparisons between 20 and 3D 
LES in a fairly complex flow geometry with a view towards understanding the 
differences between such computations. 
Numerica l simulations of complex reacting flows uslOg 30-LES is, however, 
computationally mucb more expensive than 20-LES as well as Reynolds Averaged 
Navier-Stokes (RANS) methods. It may be shown, however, tbat 20-LES can be 
relevant for some flow configurations but a generalisation bere cannot be made. 
Comparisons between 20 and 3D LES for non-reacting flows were, for example, 
reported by Proctor (i 998) for wake vortex modelling. They found 2D-LES simulations 
to be generally valid for wake vortex transport, while 30-LES gives realistic treatment 
of the decay for the wake vortices. For reacting fl ows, Thibaut and Can del ( 1998) have 
reported results from 2D-LES calculations of turbulent premixed combustion and 
concluded that the dynamics of the flame was realistically reproduced. Another 
example of app lying 2D-LES to reacting flows was tbat reported by Furby and 
Lofstrom (1994) for their study on bluff body stabi lized fl ames. They stated that 
realistic trends have been obtained in part of the flow. 
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This secti on reports a comparison between a cost effective 2D-LES simulation, and a 
more time consuming 3D-LES sim ulation of turbulent premixed combustion. The 
combustion chamber (Fig. 4. 1) provides a well-defined model problem which enables 
careful assessment of the 2D and 3D simulations. Comparisons are made for the fl ame 
structure, speed, and the generated overpressure. Quantitative comparisons between 
ca lcul ated 2D and 3D results of tbe reaction rate and the eddy viscosity are also 
presented and discussed. 
A non-uniform grid of74x378 (in tbe y-z directions) is used for the 2D calculations on 
a Dell Precision 530 computer requiring 90MB RAM. The 3D calculations are carri ed 
out on a non-uniform grid of 74x74x378 (i n the x, y, z directions) using 1.2G 8 RAM. 
Tbis 3D calculation is the run named '3D-2' in the previous section. 
Fig. 5.21 shows a comparison between ca lculated and high-speed images of fl ame 
shape at selected times after ignition. n,e reaction progress variable c, is used to show 
the calculated fl ame shape. While both 2D and 3D simulations give qua li tatively 
realistic results compared to experiments, the 2D simulations produce a faster fl ame at 
all stages of fl ame propagation. After CroSSiJlg the turbu lence generati ng grid , the flame 
becomes highly distorted and this is further exacerbated after crossing the the so lid 
obstruction. The 2D results are leading those from experiments and 3D calcul ations by 
about 7ms as seen from the flame images (Fig. 5.2 1) as well as from Fig. 5.22 which 
shows profi les of the fl ame speed plotted versus time after ignition . Fig. 5.22 shows 
that at 20ms after igni tion, the 2D simulation produces a flame speed of about 40m/s 
whil e botb 3D simulation and measurements show lower fl ame speed of about 8m/s. 
The discrepancy is greatest when the flame starts to interact with the so lid obstruction 
at about 300mm downstream from the ignition end. 
Fig. 5.23 shows measured pressure-time traces as well those predicted using 2D- and 
3D-LES. It is interesting to note that the peak pressure is similar in both 2D and 3D 
simulations and is close to tbe measurement. However, tllis peak is reached in ti,e 2D-
LES about 10ms earlier than both tbe 3D-LES and the measurements. Another 
observation worth noting is that in both 2D and 3D simulations, the peak pressure 
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occurs wben the flame is interacting with tbe highly recirculating flow formed behind 
the solid obstruction . This is also consistent with the measurements. A closer 
inspection of Fig. 5.22 and Fig. 5.23 shows tbe deviations between the 2D and 3D 
ca lculations starts in the quasi-Iaminar region before the flame reaches the turbulence 
generating grid. 
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(a) 
20 25 30 35 ms 
(b) 
18 20 23 26ms 
(c) 
25 27 30 33 ms 
Figure 5.2 1 Comparison between (a) measured, (b) 2-D and (c) 3-D flame shape at 
different times after ignition . 
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Figure 5.22 Comparison between measured and calculated flame front speed at 
different times after ignition. 
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Figure S.23 Comparison between calculated and measured pressure time hi story 
inside the combustion chamber. 
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Snapshots of the eddy viscosity from 20 and 3D simulations are shown in Fig. 5.24 
together with the corresponding filtered reaction rate. The comparison is shown when 
the fl ame/flow interaction i intense and behind the olid obstruction, i.e. 26 ms and 
33ms for 20 and 3D calculations, respectively. Although the peak values for the 
computed reaction rates and eddy viscosity are very much the same for both 20 and 
3D, there are subtle differences which can be seen in Fig. 5.24. In 3D, the reaction zone 
appears to be more turbulent, less structured and closer to the wall tban in 20. Also, 
TIle eddy viscos ity is more thoroughl y spread in 3D and covers the entire w idth of the 
chamber with more frequent regions ofhigb viscosity than in 20 calculations. 
TIle faster fl ame propagation resul ting fro m the 20 simulation may be attri buted three 
factors: 
• The production of higher flame surface density in the 20 case resulting from 
longer burnt contour per unit area of flow. 
• An over-prediction in the turbulent diffusion ahead of the flame. This may be 
because the 2D-LES does not accowlt properly for the energy dissipation 
associated with vortex stretching which is a 3D process. This leads to lower 
dissipation rates and all over-prediction in the energy associated with the large 
scale flow in the 20 simulation. 
• The signifi cance of cross flow effects which are totally ignored in 2D-LES. 
Cross flow causes a slower flame propagation from the centre of tbe combustion 
chamber towards the side walls parallel to the main direction of flame 
propagation. This can be seen from the 3D results presented in Fig. (5 .2 1) and 
Fig. (5 .22) . In the 3D simulations, cross flow effects fowld to cause an overall 
reduction in the flame acceleration along the chamher axis. 
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Figu re 5.24 Two- and Three- dimensional ca lcul ations of filtered reaction rate and 
SGS eddy viscosity during fl am/flow interactions behind the so lid 
obstacle. Times shown are 26 ms for 2-D and 33 ms for 3-D. 
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Chapter 6 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
6.1. Summary and Conculsions 
The mai n aim of this work is to examine the app licab ility of the Large Eddy Simulation 
(LES) technique for modelling ofturbulent premixed flames. TIle motive was due to the 
fact that RANS numerical approach is incapable of reproducing the complex flow and 
fl ame characteristics. Recirculations are not observed when the RANS approach is 
used, instead a smooth flame surface is observed. Averaging flow equations yields to a 
misrepresentation of the flow detail s. RANS is also an uncertain approach when 
comparison of flame stmctures to experimental flame images is required. This is s imply 
due to the fact that imaging is an instantaneous process, while RANS numerical 
approach gives an averaged image. 
The need for more accurate computationa l fluid dynamics (CFD) modelling approach 
bas arised. The Large Eddy Simulation (LES) numerical approach is claimed to give 
more realistic results when it simulates highly turbulent recirculating premixed 
combustion . TIle experimental test case due to Cadwa llader (200 I) was chosen here for 
simulation. This experiment is amenab le to modell ing. Its initial and boundary 
conditions are well defined and its pbysica l size is such tbat an affordab le 
computational grid may be used to resolve the length sca les. An in-house compressible 
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LES code was developed and used in this study. The code has been linked to the 
Tecplot visualising package, in order to produce the results. 
Difficulties in applying the LES approach come from the fact that it needs higher 
computational power as compared to the commonly used RANS technique. Simpli fyi ng 
the calculations is then necessary to make LES a practical numerica l tool to apply to 
real tnrbulent combustion systems. Cboosi ng a simple combustion model is an essential 
step toward this simplification. A simple algebraic sub-grid scale reaction rate model 
based on Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) work of Boger, et a1. ( 1998) was 
implemented in the code and used in the simulations . It uses the flame s urface density 
approach which is based on the laminar tlamelet concept. Th is assumes that the flame 
has the structure of local laminar fl ames, which are distorted and wrinkled by the local 
flow eddies. The model seems to be very attractive due to its simplicity and due to the 
fact that it complies with the nature of premixed tnrbulent combustion. The model was 
developed further to give independence from the filter w idth 1;. In order to do this, a 
new term, subgrid fl amelet wrinkling length scale 1"[. , was introduced. 
In order to estimate a value for the subgrid tlamelet wri nkling length scale 1"[. , a 
numerical investigation was carried out. Based on different tests performed in this 
study, the tilter width needed to separate large from small scale eddies was found to 
equal six times the laminar flamelet thickness (60L ) . It was found tbat smaller va lues 
did not show remarkable improvements in simulated results. With respect to this filter 
width, the subgrid flamelet wri nkling length scale 1"[. is found to be double the fi lter 
width (21;). This subgrid fl amelet wrinkling length scale 1"[. is an average va lue and was 
taken constant through out the domain. 
These numerica lly optimised values are expected to be applicable to other similar 
premixed turbul ent combustion systems. This is because other fuel s wi ll have a laminar 
flamelet thickness of the same order of magnitude as that of propane/air mixture. The 
experiment chosen here was selected to give levels of turbulence that ex ist in premixed 
turbulent combustion appl ications. This makes the values for the fi lter width I; and the 
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subgrid fl amelet wrinkling length scale Ir. universal. However, extra simulations are 
needed to prove this assumption. 
Validating this combustion model fo r LES calculations was not an easy task . Extensive 
numerica l investigations are required in order to evaluate its numerical controlling 
parameters. These tests were numeri cally ineflicient using three-dimensiona l 
s imulations. Performing two-dimensional s imulations has become a very useful means 
fo r perfo rming research investigations. As LES is a three-dimensional physical 
approach, uncertaini ty about using two-dimensional simulation has always been an 
issue. Computational runs have been carried out here to compare resul ts between the 
affordable two-dimensional LES to the time-consuming three-dimensional LES fo r 
turbulent premixed combusti on. The sub-grid scale reaction rate model needed to be 
adjusted fo r the two-dimensional flows. Having less flow structures when one 
dimension is discarded means that the flame should be more wrinkled. As a 
consequence of this, the subgrid fl amelet wrink ling length scale Ir. should be smaller. 
The subgrid tlamelet wrinkling length sca le Ir. was proposed to take a value of 75% 
tbat of the three-dimensional structtlre va lue (0.75 Ir. ). 
It is fo und that two-dimensional simulation produces a faster fl ame propagation rate but 
wi th realistic peak overpressure. The discrepancies in tbe two-dimensional simulation 
may result from cross- flow effects, larger fl ame surface density and lower dissipation 
rates. However, a realistic trend was observed using two-dimensional simulation and it 
can be relevant to the three-dimensional results . 
In another aspect, grid independency in LES has been a quest for some time. Thi s was 
sttldied extensively in this work . It is found that a grid of a size of approximately 
(6oL )for three-dimensional simulations produces ciose-to-experimetal resul ts. However 
when two-dimensional simulation is carried out, the grid had to be minimised to capture 
the smaller wrinkles. This again may be attributed to the more wrinkles rais ing in two 
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dimensions as has just been mentioned. A grid size value of about (30t.) is found to 
produce reasonab le results for two-dimensional simulations. 
6.2. Recommendations for Future Work 
Using a simple fo mlUlation for the reaction rate was found to be a practical solution and 
gives realistic results. The model proposed here depends on the laminar fl amelet 
thickness. This is not yet sufficient as flame wrinkling is a characteristic of the local 
flow fi eld and mixture properties. Further work on formulating tbe subgrid fl amelet 
wrinkling length scale If. in terms of flow and combustion parameters may be required. 
Among the parameters that phys ically contribute to the wrinkling of tbe fl ame are the 
laminar flame let thickness or. and tbe subgrid turbulence intensity. 
As for the subgrid turbulence intensity, it can be ca lculated iftbe subgrid kinetic energy 
is solved for. This is due to the fact that the energy is not reso lved at tlle subgrid level 
and thus flow velocities, wbether instantaneous or mean, do not ex ist. Therefore, using 
a One-Equation Eddy Viscos ity model (Krajnovic' and Davidson, 1999, Davidson and 
Peng, 2000), where an equation for the subgrid kinetic energy is solved, is one way to 
find the subgrid turbulence intensity. 
More detai led measurements, with a smaller phys ical size of the fl ame chamber would 
also be useful to examine in more detail the LES model performance. This would allow 
for more higbly resolved measurements of the flame fl ow interactions witb more 
measured quantities that could be used for validating more sopbisticated c losures for 
tbe SGS reaction rate. Moreover, more detailed measurements fo r veloci ties (LDY and 
PlY), etc. would provide an excellent source of data that would enab le more through 
comparison between LES prediction and experiment. 
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